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I. SUMMARY

We moved into the new library building at last.

Perhaps that sentence could stand alone as my summary for the year. So

much has been said about the move that for this report I want to iterate
only two things. First of all, the success of the building as well as the
success of the move can be attributed to a willing and hard-working staff.
Second, two staff members need to be singled out for their efforts: Marilyn
Norden, who planned and coordinated the whole thing, and J. Robert Adams,
who did whatever else needed to be done.

This was a busy year. In the fall we tested a workbook which is intended
to teach freshmen how to make better use of the library. The test was
successful and with some modifications the Library Skills Program will be
made a mandatory part of Freshman English beginning this fall.

After the new building opened we revived a user-service which we had tested
successfully in the old building. This service, a computer based biblio-
graphic search service, now functions for more than fifty data bases in
the sciences and social sciences. Unfortunately users must pay for the
parts of the service which cost us operatìons dollars (line charges,
computer time, printing charges, etc.). Staff time necessary for inter-
viewing, deciding on a search strategy, and actually conducting the search
are contributed by the Library.

Between spring semester and summer session the Acquisitions Department
accomplished the major feat of filing our in-process file into the Main
Card Catalog. Filed under title, these order and in-process slips now
make it possible for all pre-order searching of the Library's own records
to be done in one alphabetical sequence. We 'hould realize significant
savings in searching time. Perhaps more important than the time saved by
the staff is the current access which this filing provides for our users.
Now instead of waiting until a book has been received and cataloged, a
user can find out that we have an item (or have it on crder) almost from
the very day that it reaches the Acquisitions Department.

An acquisitions budget at the two million dollar level allowed us to add
more than 60,000 monographic volumes this year. That is.a record high.
At the same time, the University of Arizona Foundation's interest in the
Library, added to our other efforts such as formation of a Friends of he
Library group, brought in gifts in excess of 16,000 volumes, more than
double the previous annual high.

It is difficult, and probably ìnappropriate, to quantify the public
services aspects of library work, but the services performed cannot
themselves be overlooked. During this year the Library created special
bibliographies for both large and small groups of users. It created a set
of library guides which have been taken off the rack at a rate of nearly
two thousand a month. We have created a Spanish language version of our
main library guide, and we have in-press a guide to Chicano materials in
the Library system. We shelved and circulated more books than we ever
have before, and we answered reference questions at a level at least 25
percent above that in the old building. It has been a busy year.



II. MAJOR STRENGTHS

The staff continues to be themajor strength of this Library. Libraries
are not like supermarkets. People who work in libraries do so, in general,
because they feel an actual need to be of service to other people. Our
career staff and professional librarians exhibit this service orientation
in too many ways to enumerate in an annual report, but our users spell
them out all year long. The praise I hear is usually for service "above
and beyond the call of duty," then there are also those things which the
staff does because of its special knowledge. Collectively the library
staff has the skill to respond to virtually any information need.

For now, and for at least a short time into the future, the new building
must be considered a major strength of the Library system. As of the
writing of this report more than 680,000 people have been tabulated by our
automatic exit counters. There was no way of automatically counting users
in the old library, but even the most optimistic estimates did not exceed
half a million users per year, and 300,000 is a number that many people
considered reasonable. In other words the new building, in a year when
student enrollment actually declined slightly, seems to be responsible for
an increase in library use that may be as much as 400 percent.

A building is more than just attractive surroundings. Many users have
told me, I paraphrase, "I used to find excuses to keep from going to the
library. Now I find reasons to make extra visits. It's so inviting--and
easy to use." The attractive surroundings have increased use, but so has
the ease with which materials can now be found; the consolidation of the
humanities materials has further augmented use of the building. The col-

lection size, now increasing by more than 100,000 volumes each year is
making it more and more likely that any desired item will be found when
wanted. And the stáff, always eager to serve, has been invigorated by
their new quarters. Pleasant smiles have become often radiant.

In short, the major strength of the Library is the Library, in all three
of its elements: a useful, usable and attractive building, a collection
that is rapidly becoming a research collection in every sense of that
word, and an intelligent, expert staff. The total is more than the sum of
its parts; the Library is not just a facility but an ambience.



III. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

With the student body size actually decreasing in comparison to last year
it seems vain-hope to suggest that the Library must have additional
staff. But the lack of staff, now that we have the needed building, is
certainly the major limitation we face. A review of the attached departmental
reports will demonstrate that virtually every library department has
specific staff needs which are genuine and cannot be tied to a simple
formula for ratio of employees to students. Decreasing enrollment did
not bring a decrease in library use.

A basic staffing need must be faced soon in our circulation services.
With essentially no increase in staff in the past two years, still there
has been an increase in the use of library materials both inside and
outside the building. Within two years we will lose the hardware for our
present automated circulation system. A major investment in a new system
is the only way to head off massive increases in staff costs as library
use continues to increase.

Other specific areas where additional staff is desperately needed are
Interlibrary Loan, Center for Creative Photography, Science Library,
Oriental Studies Collection, Special Collections, Orientation, and
Acquisitions. Details of these needs will be found in the attached
reports; brieflythese situations are as follows. Interlibrary Loan
activity has doubled since 1972 (the last year that any new staff was
added to the section). Borrowing from other libraries must necessarily
increase as the quality of our faculty and graduate students improves;
borrowing from us by other libraries will also increaseas the quality of
our collection improves. The Center for Creative Photography is young,
and it had to walk before it could run, but we began with such a small
staff and with such a large job to do that our very success in bringing
in larger and larger amounts of material is over-running us. The CCP's
"archives" are not the only unprocessed research materials. Special
Collections has need of staff to do massive amounts of archival processing.
The Hubbell collection nears completion and the papers of Stewart Udall
are well along, but a tour of the Special Collections stack reveals many
man-years of unprocessed backlogs. Gifts of non-archival materials have
also created staffing proglems. This year more than 16,000 volumes were
received as gifts. This doubles our previous record high and leaves the
staff in charge of gifts with virtually no time to work on periodicals
exchange programs or other gift and exchange activity. Our Orientation
program has been developed over the past two years based on uvolunteerli
help from the staff. The result: this past year the Cenral Reference
Department alone participated in more than 200 sessions to teach our
students how to be better library users. For lack of staff we have been
forced to make the Library Skills Program (a required part of Freshman
English) self-supporting by selling the workbooks for a fee large enough
to cover not only preparation and printing but also checking and correcting.
This part of the education of our students should be covered by staffing
within the regular library budget.

In the Science Library building two staff needs are clearly felt. The
newly established current periodicals reading room will have to "run



itself." That building, now open more than 100 hours each week during
the regular semester, and with the additional foot traffic generated by
housing the PLATO Center, demands higher staffing levels than ever
before. For reasonable control of the current issues of scientific
periodicals it seems especially important that staff for the new area be
provided. The Oriental Studies Collection faces the problem of increased
use, but perhaps more important it has never been adequately supported
from the point of view for all of the languages with which it has to
contend.



IV. FUTURE PLANS

With the move to the new building just accomplished, it seems specious to
suggest that one plan in the immediate future concerns itself with
additional library space, but such is the case. The Music Collection has

never had adequate space to become a complete music library. It houses

only scores and records, a tiny reference collection, and a handful of

basic journals. Meanwhile books about music, music theory, music bio-
graphy, ethnomusicology, etc., reside in the main library collection.

While not ideal, this arrangement has been one which we could tolerate so

long as there was room for the scores and records. On several occasions

over the years adjustments in the music collection have been made in

order to accommodate yet another row of shelving, finally this year we
seem to have come to the end of our options. Even as I write this annual

report a gift of more than 100,000 musical selections in the form of

records, sheet music, fake books, etc., is in limbo while we try to

figure a reasonable way to make it available once it comes to us. A

major effort to find space for the Music Collection must be made this

year.

Our other plans may be a bit more relaxed, but no less important. We

have concentrated so hard and for so long on the new building that it

seems now is an appropriate time to take stock of ourselves. Where are

we as a library? Are we doing all the things we could and should be

doing? What are our goals and objectives for the next five years? Are

there organizational changes we should make? These questions and similar

ones will be in our minds through the coming year. We may make a recom-

mendation for some specific course of action before the year is out.

Staffing needs sketched in the limitations section of this report will

also serve as a focus for activity this coming year. We must make

efforts to supplement the staff in some of our critical-need areas.

With minor exceptions the University of Arizona Library has never made

efforts to supplement its budget with outside sources. The formation of

our Friends of the Library group can serve during the coming year to

change our funding situation. In addition, there are sources of gifts

and grants which we have never made an effort to use. We plan to investi-

gate some special projects and proposals for this year which could have,

as side effects of the grants themselves, positive effects on our users.



*Includes Science Documents

APPENDIX A

CIRCULATION STATISTICS

1975/76 1976/77

Home Use

Main and Science-Humanities
Loan Desk (automated system) 334,082 365,873

Main Loan Desk (manual system) 3,834 3,037
Science-Humanities (manual system)* 8,123 17,320

Subtotal 346,039 386,230

Media Center 36,67O 10,432
Library Science Collection 8,611 9,042
Map Collection 5,914 6,767
Music Collection 33,942 31 651

Oriental Studies Collection 3,831 5,171

Total 435,007 449 ,293

Building Use

Main Library Reserve 90,434 112,978
Science-Humanities Library Reserve 58,454 47,472
Media Center 33,388 5,330
Library Science Collection 10,802 10,057
Map Collection 18,917 16,774
Music Collection 45,522 44,813
Special Collections 9,156 7,883

Subtotal 266,673 245,307

Circulation Total 702,680 '694,600

Use of Main and Science-Humanities jy Borrower Type

Special Borrower 23,761 29,912

Undergraduate 138,778 148,350

Graduate 91 772 89,856

Faculty/staff 44,912 45,551

Interlibrary 34,949 52,204



**corrected

APPENDIX B

COLLECTION RESOURCE STATISTICS

June 30, 1977
1975/76 Added 1976/77 Withdrawn 1976/77 Total

Bound Volumes

Monograph 50,935 936

Serial 20,941 1 049

Total 1,029,224 71,876 1,985 1,099,115

0

Government Documents

Depository 35,964

Non-Depository 8,898

Total 672,973** 44,862 717,835

Microforms

Microfilm 49,816 2,309 52,125

Microfiche & 781,800 100,000 881 800
Mi crocards

Total 831,616 102,309 933,925

Maps 134,704 4,138 10 138,832

Total

Holdings 2,668,517 223,185.. 1,995 2,889,707
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SUMMARY

This past year for the Center for Creative Photography
has been one of expansion and increased usage. During
the month of May we moved into a building of our own,
giving us significant additional work and storage space,
as well as enlarged library quarters. The new building,
with excellent Street frontage on a bus line and with
some parking facilitìes, should mean an even greater
increase in public use of the Center during the year
to come.

Almost every statistic which reflects the use of the
Cènter has increased by at least lOO percent within
the past year, with attendance being well over a thou-
sand per month. Visitors during the past year have
come from nearly all of the fifty states and from more
than a dozen countries.

The Center organized two major exhibitions this year at
the Universìty's Art Museum. The first was Ansel Adams'
"Photographs of the Southwest," a major exhibit coin-
ciding with the publication of his book, Photograhs
of the Southwest, published by the New York Graphic
Society. Attendance at the opening alone was 1,800
people. The second exhibition was a major Paul Strand
retrospective, which included many photogaphs that had
never been seen before by the public.

In other aspects of public service, the Center has been
equally active. We once again co-sponsored a Friends of
Photography workshop in Tucson, which included such
photographers as Arnold Newman, Emmet Gowin, George
Tice, and Duane Michals. We also brought numerous lec-
turers to the Uñiversity, the most notable being Ansel
Adams, Beaumont Newhall, and W. Eugene Smith; all of
whom spoke to standing-room-only crowds. And three more
numbers of the Center's publìcation were issued, each
to a highly responsive and growing audience.

A new aspect of the Center's public programs has been
the formation of traveling exhibitions. Ansel Adams'
"Photographs of the Southwest" is being circulated to
major museums across the country and will return to
become part of the Center's Ansel Adams Archive. A
smaller exhibition, "Ansel Adams: A Survey," has been
generously lent to the Centerby Ansel Adams for fund-
raising purposes. All proceeds from these rental



exhibitions are applied toward an acquisition fund for
new works.

There have been several significant gifts throughout
the past year, the major one being a collection of mat-
erial relating to and photographs by Alfred Stieglitz,
given by a local Tucsonan. Another significant gift
has been a donation by Dennis Stock of 40 color photo-
graphs from his book Brother Sun, which was photographed
in Arizona. This is now the largest collection of
color photographs in the Center. A third notable gift
has been the donation of a unique portfolio of 24 pho-
tographs by Ansel Adams that had been commissioned by
the donors. But perhaps more gratifying is an increase
in the number of smaller donations from people across
the world who have learned of the Center and wish to
support it in whatever way they can. For example, we
have received Paul Strand material from Romania, Italy,
England, and, of course, the many individual states in
the United States. The number and value of gifts re-
ceived this year far surpasses that of last year.

-MAJORSTRENGHTS

Undoubtedly, the Center's major strength will always be
the quality and depth of its collection. Although less
than three years old, we are one of the three or four
finest institutions in the world for the study of photog-
raphy. However, the resources that are represented
within our collection are useless unless they are made
accessible to the student and the scholar. The Center's
fine staff which organizes the collection, assists the
researcher and makes possible the public service programs
is, of course, a major part of the Center's success.

With the assistance of a grant from the University of
Arizona Foundation, the Center has recently completed
the design of an innovative computerized cataloging
system for material in its collection. This system
has the flexibility to answer both the simple question
of the beginning student and the complex research
question of the scholar. The one new staff member
hired during the past year has worked approximately
seventy-five percent of her time on this project of
cataloging photographs.

2



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

3

The major limitation of the Center Continues to be lack
of staff. In view of the fact that the Center's new
facilities must be staffed by a minimum of two people,
we have had to eliminate Saturday hours. We have also
dropped the Noontime Talks program, which was one of
the more popular programs offered, because of the amount
of staff time involved in preparation for this weekly
program.

A recent count showed approximately 40 unopened shipping
boxes of material, a situation which is both unpleasant
to donors and unfortunate for scholars and researchers.
The Center's growing reputation and unique position in
the United States as a photographic archive has meant
that we are receiving donations of material far in ex-

cess of any expectations, and additional personnel are
needed to begin the processing of these many valuable
and significant collections.

A second limitation, which will become increasingly
acute as the Center's collection grows, is the absence
of any on-line, direct connection with the computer
which stores the Center's cataloging information. It
now takes a minimum of one-half day to obtain the results
of a specific search request, and it takes nearly a
week to obtain a final corrected copy of any new cata-
loging. In the coming years when use of the collection
increases, the present situation will no longer be
feasible.

FUTURE PLANS

The formation of a significantly enlarged photography
curriculum in the Art Department is the event which most
affects the Center's future. We are looking forward to
working closely with a growing community of photo his-
torians and active photographers. It must be realized,
however, that this program, which is essentially tripling
in less than one year, will be creating increased
pressures upon the Center's staff, particularly with
regard to use of the library and the photographic col-
lections. Additional staff in these areas will be needed
if the Center is to be more responsive to the needs of
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undergraduate and graduate students in the Art photography
program. At the saine time, we hope to greatly increase
the accessibility of the collection to all users by pro-
cessing and cataloging the collection as quickly as
manpower will allow, utilizing the latest technology
whenever possible.

As a resource of international importance, the Center
has a responsibility to make available the material in
its collection to those who are unable to come to the
University. We hope to more successfully fulfill this
obligation by expanding our extension services - - rental
exhibitions, educational slide sets, additional publi-
cations, the creation of microform copies of research
material and similar activities.
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Sznary

The 1976-77 academic year hasbeen one of accomplishments in
p'anning and developing a solid program for library orientation
and bibliographic instruction in several subject disciplines.

The primary achievement has been testing, evaluating, revising,
and redesigning the Library Skills Program. The Freshman English
Program Curriculum Committee has unanimously decided to incor-
porate the Library Skills Program, as proposed by the Orientation
Librarian, as a course requirement for all English 2 and 3 stu-
dents beginning in the fall 1977. (note Appendix 1)

The implementation of this program will mean that a majority of
incoming freshman will, in their first semester, be made aware
of the variety and number of library resources available and re-
ceive controlled instruction in the utilization of reference
works as information searching tools. It is estimated that
3500 students will have completed the program by next summer.

A second objective of the Orientation Librarian for 1976-77 has
been to publicize the changes in facilities and services owing
to the move to the new Library and to quickly and effectively
-orient students and faculty to the reorganized system. Library
Information Guide pamphlets and the brochures "Libraries of the
University of Arizona" and "Bibliotecas de las Universidad de
Arizona" were written, designed, printed, and distributed. More
than 10,000 copies of the new 24 page brochures have been picked
up by Library patrons to date.

Volunteer tour guides from all areas of the Library have intro-
duced students, faculty, and visitors to our new facilities.
-Also, a group of library instructors was formed. These librar-
lans and staff members from public and technical services provide
library instruction as well as building orientation to students
beginning research on the lower division undergraduate level.

Thirdly, and no less important have been the significant advances
In subject course-related bibliographic instruction.

English 4 classes this spring were instructed in the use of
bibliographic tools for literary research. A reorganization,
based on close communication with the faculty members regarding
specific assignments, areas of interest, and requirements,
resulted in a more effective program for this level of subject
instruction.

Progress has been made in Science course-related instruction.
ThIs year the Science librarians worked closely with the Techni-
cal Writing faculty and the Engineering College in providing
students with knowledge of research tools and techniques in the



Summary
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sciences. The awarding of grant monies to Ms. Joan Murphy and
two faculty members to attend an NSF funded workshop to develop
a model program for instruction of undergraduate science majors
is a firm step forward. Their report, detailed plans, and
experiences (see attached) will provide a good model for other
such programs.

In order to provide variety in orientation methods, an audio:
taped tour of the Main Library was produced and will be utilized
this summer. A similar tour of the Science Library is in the
planning stages.

Library instruction is also accomplished through printed guides
and a notable accomplishment this year was the completion of
the tGuide to the Chicano Resources at the University of Arizona"
which goes to print at this writing. It is hoped this will
provide a model for future guides to information sources in
multidisciplinary fields.

Instruction on all levels, introductory, subject-related, and
graduate bibliography, have increased this year (see statistics)
and will continue, because of the efforts of individual librar-
ians and staff members, to enhance the educational goals of
every discipline.

Lastly, several sessions were arranged, time and scheduled per-
mitting, for high school groups who were identified as college
preparatory classes. According to student and teacher remarks,
these proved beneficial and rewarding and may help to raise the
general level of the beginning student's awareness of library
resources, here or at other universities.



+lajor Strengths

Library Skills Program: The formal adoption by the Freshman
English Administrative Committee of the Library Skills Program as

a requirement for the completion of the English 2 and 3 require-
ment beginning in the fall of 1977/78 has added greatly to the
potential effectiveness of instructional efforts on the Freshman
level. These two courses, in which some 3500 students will be
enrolled, will now be able to aim at teaching university level
writing skills. Through the Library Skills Program, administered
by the Library, students will concommitantly be instructed in
library skills and elementary bibliographic research methods.
The integration of these two fundamental skills should próvide

students with the ability to perform better in whatever subject
discipline they choose and eventually contribute to the raising
of overall educational standards and academic expectations of the
University of Arizona.

The Orientation Librarian's job is one of planning, coordination,
implementation, and evaluation. The completion of an experimental
testing of the Library Skills Program, its present revision worked
out with the Freshmen English faculty to improve its instructional
effectiveness, and the various procedural adjustments to make this
a positive experience for the student,should contribute toits
success this fall.

The achievements of the present version of the program have been
enhanced by the professional assistance, comments, editing, and
strong support by the members of the Orientation Advisory Commit-
tee, which continues to be a hard-working and superbly creative
committee.

The Library faculty continue to respond in an overwhelmingly posi-
tive manner to the challenges of instructing students in the
bibliography and research methods of the various subject disci-

plines. Instruction has taken its rightful place as a priority
of public service personnel and receives growing support in vol-
unteer time from technical services librarians and staff. (See

attached statistics.) Further adminsitrative support for these

efforts in terms of time priorities and budget allocations for
support materials will allow both expansion to needed areas and
improvement of teaching effectiveness.

The awarding of the NSF grant monies, at the initiation of the
Orientation Librarian, has provided us with the opportunity to
build a strong faculty supported program with the Engineering
College. The choice of the experimental class as the Technical
Writing class, a course with increasing enrollment and support of
the various scientific disciplines, has proven to be most advan-

tageous.



Major Strengths
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Overall, the interest of the classroom faculty, the active support
and concern of the librarians in every part of the library, and the
present commitment of the Library Administration give the various

programs of orientation and instruction their strength. It is

this strength that is most important to the student's education
and his future abilities to grow with his chosen subject field.



Future Plans

In 1977/78 the presently established programs will be carried out
by delegating responsibilities while the Orientation Librarian is
on leave. Full confidence is placed in the abilities of Ms. Lois
Olsrud and Ms. Ruth Dickstein to accomplish and improve upon
present objectives.

Approval of a supplies budget will allow librarians to upgrade all
instructional efforts by the utilization of printed and audiovisual
support materials. The quality of subject instruction should im-
prove. As clerical support is provided, the subject specialist's
time can be more effectively spent on preparation. The student

will benefit from a more course specific bibliographical guide,
and visual aids should improve instructional techniques.

Continued effort will be made by Science librarians to build upon
existing programs in conjunction with the teaching faculty. Great

hope is placed in the parallel development of writing and research
skills for science students by means of various approaches to
course-related instruction.

Serious deliberation and consideration should be given to estab-
lishing objectives for subject bibliographic instruction. The

process of identifying priorities and developing means of beginning
to meet growing instructional needs will be most important. Evalu-

ation techniques, feedback, and support for continuing education
of those involved in instruction should be an integral part of

such a program.

The future plans for subject instruction, owing to present commit-
ments, are long range in one sense. The need to establish the
directions by which a quality program can be formulated and begun
is, however, immediate and should be the concern of all Library
faculty and administration.



Maior LimitatiOnS

Since firm foundations seem to be established for the Library

Skifls Program, problems in this area are confined to difficulties

to be encountered in the fall when 2500 students begin the self-

paced library assignments.
nderstandiflg and support by the

Library faculty and cooperation by the English faculty will be

the crucial factors.

Mthough the Orientation Librarian will be on leave of absence,

the combination of planning, preparations and the able supervision

of Ms. Ruth Dickstein as temporary Program Coordinator along with

the continued support of the Library faculty and staff should

carry the program through to successful implementation.

Any limitations in the coordination of subject bibliographic

instruction are a function of time and administrative support.

DiscuSsiOnS this past year indicated that the importance of in-

struction as a responsibility and priority of the University of

Arizona Library faculty may be jeopardized by emphasis on collec-

tion development and processing goals.

It is with great concern that I comment on this development. Any

efforts to deprive students of the opportunity to become aware of

library research materials and acquire the necessary skills to

conduct information
searching for their own identified needs would

negatively affect the quality of education at the university of

Arizona. It is the primary function of the librarian to bring

the seeker of information and the sought after information to-

gether. In the present complex state of print and non-print

information resources, books, periodicalS microformS, newspapers,

data banks, and non-print materials, the most efficient and effec-

tive way to accomplish this is by instructing students in bibliO-

graphic research methods. Lacking a knowledge of these methods,

not be prepared to continue their own

education and professional growth. In virtually every field this

ability has become necessary to retain competence.

The withdrawal of administrative support for the continued growth

and expansion of subject, course_related
instruction owing to

other internal budget priorities 0u1dhaVe major educational

consequences.

The instructional services begun recently and those that continue

to be offered by dedicated librarians will need further support

staff and, eventually, additional professional library faculty,

a major portion of whose responsibilities should lie in this area.

Future development will depend upon policy formulation which will

establish priorities in this area.



Statistics Appendix i

SUMMER SESSION II (1976) COURSES SESSIONS STUDENTS

Reported to O.L. 7 17 325

Social Sci. Dept. (included in Fall 1976 statistics below)

FALL SEMESTER (1976)
Reported to O.L. 22 96 2100

Social Sci. Dept. 19 43 1235

SPRING SEMESTER (1977)
Reported to O.L. 37 150 3243

SUMMER SESSION I (1977)
Reported to O.L. 12 15 287

GRAND TOTAL SESSIONS STUDENTS

1976-1977 321 6865
(+385 Library
Skills Students)

GRAND TOTAL (for comparison) 205 4632

1975-76 (inc. SSD)

Summary: Although these statistics are incomplete owing to the change

of reporting forms at mid-year, if anything, the 1976-77 totals may be

slightly low. An increase in instructional sessions given increased

by over 100 and the number of students instructed rose by 2,000.

The Orientation Librarian was personally responsible for giving 45

sessions to 1,009 students. Planning time will demand that this amount

plus the ever increasing demand be supported by more time for public

services librarians and staff to partake in this important objective of

library service.

The following people have participated in instruction and orientation

sessions this past year, for faculty, students and the community at

large.

Tours - Visitors

D. Laird
J. R. Adams
J. Myers
M. D. Palsson
M. Norden
R. Boone

S. Spaulding
Craig

V. Cassady
Douglas

S. Elisbury

Orientation Librarian
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Instructional Sessions and Tours

P. Barton
E. Ferreil
R. Gramer
M. Hazebrouck
L. Higley
B. Hintzman
J. McKay
L. Olsrud
B. Parsil
V. Rice
K. Seibert
A. Stein
A. Hause
R. Mitchell
M. Rhoads
I. Sonntag
S. Bahre
R. Swedenburg

B. Holt
G. Sonntag
R. Mautner
D. Jones
S. Khan
J. Murphy
S. Seide
P. Wright
D. Powell

McLachlan
Geiger

D. Howell
S. Moore
C. Peters
M. Mayhew

Betty
G. Windies

Meyer
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SUMMER SESSION II 1976

7

FALL SEMESTER 1976

(Old Main & Humanities)

17 325

ENG1 .2 30

ENG2 43 899

ENG 3 (not including 15 sections/385 students
in Library Skill Program)

ii 265

ENG 4 11 217

ENG5B . 3 61

ENG 108 (Tech. Writing)
(not including experimental section)

3 58

CESL 2 30

SPEECH 2 1 20

POLI SCI 2 . 2 120

EDUC FOUNDATIONS 240 1 50?

PUBLIC ADMIN 37 1 25

LINGUISTICS SEMINAR 2 30

GERMAN 1 10

(Sci ence)

CHEM ENG 50

NUCLEAR ENG i 1 17

SESSIONS STUDENTS

ENG2 1 17

ENG3 4 78

ENG4 2 45

ENG5B 3 60

CESL 2 25

NEWSTART 4 80

PSYCHOLOGY 1 20

TOTALS COURSES SESSIONS STUDENTS
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TOTALS COURSES SESSIONS STUDENTS

22 95 2100

Note: Fall 1976 was the last semester in the old Main Library,
with the Humanities Department part of the Science Library.
Totals may reflect the imminent move.

FALL SEMESTER 1976 SESSIONS STUDENTS

*(addjtjonal instructional sessions -
Social Science Department)

ACCOUNTING 101 1 60

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 1 6

AMER HIGHER EDUCATION 301 1 30

BUS & CAREER EDUCATION 1 20

COMM COLL SEMINAR 360 2 27

COUNSELING & GUIDANCE 1 30

ED RESEARCH 303 7 210

FIRE 241 (Finance, Ins, Real Estate) 8 332

FIRE 142 1 . 60

FIRE 244 1 25

HISTORY 296A 3 57

HOME ECON 310 2 22

LIB SCI 1 16

FALL SEMESTER 1976 SESSIONS STUDENTS

GEOSCIENCES 1 15

HORTICULTURE 35 2 18

PHARMACY I 75

HOME ECON 2 44

PLANT SCI 131 2 20

CELL BIOLOGY 1 30

TOXICOLOGY PROGRAM 1 16
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FALL SEMESTER 1976 SESSIONS STUDENTS

ORG COMM COLL 396 2 47

ORG MUSEUMS, ANTH 225 1 28

PUB ADMIN 297B 1 16

REHAB 289 2 60

SEC ED 129 5 79

SPEC ED 203A 2 110

TOTALS SESSIONS STUDENTS

43 1235

*These are státistics kept by the Social Science Department and

not included in regular tally of Orientation Librarian for this

semester.

SPRING 1977

New Main Library

COURSE SESSIONS STUDENTS

ENG2 . 19 377

ENG3 4 62

ENG 4 51 1202

ENG5B 3 55

ENG 108 (not including experimental section) 4 82

CESL 6 102

POLI SCI 2 2 110

POLI SCI 198 I 25

SOCIOLOGY 1 7 180

SOCIOLOGY 101 2 45

HISTORIOGRAPHY i . 8

ART 180 i 19

ART 298A I 12
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SPRING 1977

COURSE SESSIONS STUDENTS

JOURNALISM 106 1 17

JOURNALISM 222 1 14

COUNSELING & GUIDANCE 1 30

PSYCH 270 1 28

CULT GEOGRAPHY 1 9

ACCOUNTING 1

(plus unknown)

MARKETING 4 ?

(plus unknown)

AGECON 1 20

ECON HIST 1 20

READING 4 95

HIGHER ED 363 1 16

ED 303 (Research) 6 195

ED321 1 25

SECEDÌ3O 1 20

SEC ED 395 2 45

CAREER ED 1 20

SPECED 2 40

ED 217 2 40

HIGHER ED (METHODS) 1 20

ED OF CULTURALLY DIVERSE 1 20

LIB SCI 5 120

(Science)

HOME EC 4 71

HORTICULTURE 35 2 40

AGRIC ED 1 35

PHARMACY 1 16
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SPRING 1977

COURSE SESSIONS STUDENTS

AME (HIST OF TECHNOLOGY) 1 8

TOTALS 150 3243

SUMMER SESSION I 1977

(to June 22)

COURSE SESSIONS STUDENTS

COMM COLL SEM 1 15

EARLY CHILDHOOD ED 1 15

ED FOUNDATIONS 1 25

ENG2 1 24

ENG4 4 80

INDIAN ED PROGRAM 1 13

LIB SCI 1 10

MUSIC SEMINAR 1 8

ORG OF COMM COLL 1 45

READING 1 20

SECOND ED 395G 1 22

SPANISH 280 1 20

TOTALS 15 287



Orientation Librarian

Appendix: Committees and Activities

Orientation Advisory Committee:
Steve Bahre
Nancy Douglas
Edie Ferrell
Doug Jones
Karen Seibert

Doug Jones and Karen Seibert are to be commended especially for
their dedicated assistance to the revision and implementation of
the Library Skills Program. Without their thoughtful work and
'long hours, the Program could not be implemented in the fall of
1977. Nancy Douglas and Steve Bahre have also contributed much
to the editing and production of the LSP workbook. Steve's
creative abilities and printing skills have enabled us to pro-
duce attractive and inexpensive guides and the Orientation Librar-
ian continues to rely on him for all advice and assistance
regarding the various printed productions as well as media pre-
sentations. He has dedicated a large amount of time this year
to these projects. Nancy continues her interest in PLATO and
acts as our representative. She will be working on developing
PLATO as a library instruction tool next year. Edie's advice and

concern continue to be worthwhile, and her support is appreciated.

Library Guide Committee:
Steve Bahre
Paul Barton
Gigi Carrillo
Robert Mitchell

Ross McLachlan
lUana Sonntag
Sharon Seide
David Laird (ex officio)

Every member of this outstanding committee is to be congratulted
for creative contribution and long hours of writing and editing.
The Library Information Guide series contains information on every
existing department in the Library and also now describes four of
the major "non-system" libraries on campus. The guide forDepart-
mental Libraries and Collections expands this attempt to guide stu-
dents and faculty to all information resources of the University
of Arizona. The 24-page brochure, Libraries of the University of
Arizona, provides patrons with an attractive and succinct guide to
organization and facilities. Its counterpart in Spanish, Las

Bibliotecas de la Universidad de Arizona, enables the Library to
relate to the large population of Spanish speakers on campus and
provide them with a guide to our complicated system in their
native language.
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Orientation Librarian: Activities 1976-77

Member of professional assocations: ASLA, SWLA

Member of Committees: Orientation Advisory Committee, Chair
Library Guide Committee, Chair
Committee on Spanish Language and Chicano

Resources
Public Services Group
Librarian's Council
Campus Library Council
Staff Orientation Committee

Projects:

Coordinator and discussion leader of a workshop, Managing

for Results in the Library Environment, sponsored by the

Graduate Library School.
Participant in ASLA University and College Division

Workshop on Communication, NAU
Participant and discussion leader in SWLA Bibliographic

Instruction Section Conference Workshop.
Main speaker ASLA, College and University Libraries

Division winter meeting: Paper delivered on test results

of Library Skills Program experiment.
Participant (script assistance and "role-p1ay' actor) in

HEW funded project directed by Dr. Helen Gothberg. The pro-

ject is designed to develop videotapes to be utilized in a

workshop situation for modelling communication techniques in

the reference-interview.
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University of Arizona NSF Project on Library and Literature Use
Instructi on

In August 1976 the Orientation Librarian submitted an applica-
tion to Mr. Tom Kirk, Eariham College, Richmond, Indiana, for
the University of Arizona to participate in Eariham's NSF
funded project workshop "Development of Course-Related Library
andLiterature Use Instruction in Undergraduate Science Programs.
Ms. Joan Murphy, Science Librarian, Ms. Dorothy Fuller, Lecturer,
English Department, and Dr. James McCormick, Adjunct Professor
in the Engineering College, were accepted as participants in
the project. (see attached letter)

The results of the experimental project are most promising. The

Technical Writing course will expand the use of the model
developed, and Professor Robert Earley, who coordinates these
courses, has expressed that the library instruction has improved

the quality of the course tremendously.

The cooperation from Dr. McCormick in the Engineering College
will lead to an increasing number of students being guided into
the Technical Writing course and the incorporation of library
research instruction in senior level engineering research courses.

Ms Fuller and Ms. Murphy are both enthusiastic about the results
in this semester's course. Evaluation by students and recom-
mendations will be incorporated into a revised instructional
model this fall.

Attempts will be made to specify assignments even more to student
interests, to have longer instructional sessions in the library
with more detailed introduction to the use of reference tools,
and to give more emphasis on the process of library research to
build on introduction to the description of tools available.
Science librarians will be asked to participate in instructing
the Technical Writing courses and in the development of instruc-
tional methods and materials for the senior engineering students.
It is hoped support materlials can be provided by the Orientation

Librarian.



THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
TUCSON, ARIZONA 8S721

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

30 August 1976

Mr. Thomas Kirk
Box E-72
Eariham College
Richmond, Indiana 47374

Dear Tom:

Enclosed please find the application to participate in .

College's "Development of Course-Related Library and LiteraL
Use Instruction in Undergraduate Science Programs" project as
submitted by Ms. Joan Murphy, M.LS., Science Librarian and
Ms. Dorothy Fuller, M.A., Lecturer in the English Department
and James P. McCormick, Adjunct Professor in the Engineering
College.

We have drawn up our application as a request for three members
of our faculty to attend for the following reasons:

The University of Arizona is attempting to develop a strong
program in technical writing for Science majors and has
approached this development by providing for instruction by
English Department Faculty with degrees and/or experience
in scientific fields. Prof. Robert Earley and two newly-
hired faculty members, Ms. Fuller, and Dr. George Sokolowski
will be teaching these courses this Fall for the first time.
Ms. Fuller has her M.A. in Speech Communication and has
worked as a technical writer for such corporations as Ameri-
can Cyanamid, CIBA, Corp. and the Institute of Radio Engi-
neers now merged to form part of IEEE.

Since the model developed would be used in this course,
Ms. Fuller has been chosen to work with the librarian in
development of that segment of the course to be devoted to
library research techniques.

2. As detailed in the enclosed preliminary proposal, it is the
intention of these members of the English Department and the
Faculty of the Engineering College to begin development of
a similar course designed specifically for engineering stu-
dents. Dr. McCormick is one member of a committee in the
Engineering College that has worked out the present plans
and would be the project coordinator if NSF funding is re-
ceived. In any event, some sections of an expanded techni-
cal writing program will be designed for engineering students.

i



Mr. Thomas Kirk
Page 2
30 August 1976

In light of the above, it would be particularly useful to us
to be able to have all three members of this cooperatively
developed project attend the October conference. I am person-
ally excited about the opportunity presented to us to become
an integral part of such an important development here at the
University of Arizona. As you may know, the University of
Arizona has a large student population of science majors and
is well-known nationally and internationally for its science
graduate programs and research projects.

The chance to plan for course-related library instruction in
the sciences, with particular emphasis on engineering on the
undergräduate level is most welcome.

We hope that programs our team develop may be useful in simi-
lar university situations, since we would want to develop a.
flexible base program that can be adapted to other sciences,
though we would be emphasizing engineering.

We look forward to hearing from you regarding this application.
Joan Murphy will take responsibility for pursuing this, but if
there is any question about the form of our request, I will be
glad to answer any questions. My extension is 602-884-4237.
Joan Murphy can be reached at 602-884-3711.

Thanks so much for providing us with the opportunitf to app l

Sincerely,

Shelley. Phipps

Drientation Librarian

SP:tg
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I. SUIVIARY

This brief summary cannot begin to document the sweeping alterations
which occurred in the Public Services Division of the University
Library system during 1976/77. Naturally, the move to the beautiful
new Main Library accounts for much of the change and the outcome is
almost beyond belief.

Our new Central Reference Department resulted from the merger of three
smaller reference departments. Rebecca Boone, Head Central Reference
Librarian, and her entire staff accomplished miracles in planning and
executing the integration of these three areas. With a collection of
over 55,000 volumes and a staff of 19 experienced personnel, the new
department serves as the focal point for research in the Library
system. The opening of our Media Center was accomplished by moving
the staff, equipment, and materials out of the former Instructional
Materials Collection in the Education Building into the new Library.
The increased emphasis on non-book materials necessitated a change in
the scope of the collection and further training of the staff. Under

the able direction of Stephen Bahre, the department head, the staff
not only expanded their skills but also participated in orienting 80
members of the Library system to the contents of their collection.
The Government Documents Department was also profoundly affected by
the move. It now contains the bulk of the federal documents col-
lection, a growing international governmental organization reference
:ollection, the Educational Resources Center microfiche collection and
the U.S. National Archives material on microform. Previously, the
naterials listed above were located in four different areas. Our iap

Collection and Special Collections Department were also relocated,
resulting in long overdue expansion space for both departments.

Elsewhere in the system, major changes also occurred. The Science
Library materials were expanded into areas formerly occupied by the
Humanities Collection, and the Science Reference Room was completely
reorganized to provide a more convenient arrangement for the patrons.
A Current Periodicals Room on the main floor is now being created. On
the top floor of the Science Library, the Oriental Studies Collection
is being shifted to allow for additional growth. In addition, our new
Head Oriental Studies Collection Librarian, Riaz Ahmad, and his staff
are revising acquisitions procedures, are preparing for automating
their manual circulation system, and are transferring a large backlog
of uncataloged materials to the Catalog Department. In February, the
Music Collection once again ran totally out of space. After the
addition of two stack ranges and the deletion of a study table, the
staff spent the better part of a holiday weekend moving the entire

collection.

In spite of the tremendous amount of staff time consumed by the
planning for and shifting of all these collections, service to the
public continued almost unabated. Although statistical evidence



will not be available until next year, records kept so far indicate
that the volume of reference questions handled have increased in nearly
everly department. The entire Public Services staff is to be commended
for accomplishing so much in one short year.

By the end of June 1977 three new department heads will have joined.
our Public Services staff. It is a privilege to welcome Rebecca Boone,
Head Central Reference Librarian, Riaz Ahmad, Head Oriental Studies
Collection Librarian, and Cecil Wellborn, Head Library Science Collection
Librarian.



II. MAJOR STRENGTHS

The major changes listed in the summary of this report could never have

been accomplished without the prodigious efforts of our entire staff.

Even if virtually every book in the system had not been moved, this

would have been an exceptional year. The following highlights are not

definitive, but they do illustrate our strong commitment to public

service.

Our orientation/instruction program has expanded to the point that the

Central Reference Department alone handled over 200 sessions this year.

Preparation of guides, indexes, and bibliographies continued in all

departments and notable achievements include the forthcoming publication

of the 1975 Arizona Daily Star Index, edited by Bonnie Hintzman and

Bruce Parsil, and the 50 page Guide to Chicano Materials in the Uni-

versity of Arizona Library. The Chicano Guide is an annotated biblio-

graphy which took a committee , chaired by Iliana Sonntag, over a year

to prepare. It provides a multidisciplinary approach to widely scattered

materials in our collection and should greatly enhance their use.

Two grants from the Arizona Bicentennial Commission helped the Library

preserve important historical information. Key oral history tapes of

interviews with Prescott Pioneers were transcribed. These tapes re-

esulted from a sabbatical project initiated by Virginia Rice, Central

Reference Librarian. In addition, money was made available to microfilm

important segments of territorial Arizona newspapers. Although the

grant proposal was written by the Public Services Librairan, Todd Mills

from the Serials Department deserves all the credit for preparing the

collection for filming.

Phyllis Wright from our Science LIbrary organized a highly successful

patent and trademarks workshop which drew participants from around the

state. Syed Khan, also from the Science Library, is currently col-

lecting all known publications produced by our College of Agriculture as

a part of a cooperative effort between this Library and the National

Agricultural Library to microfilm agricultural publications from land-

grant institutions. Another Science Librarian, Joan Murphy, participated

in developing a library course-related orientation program for engineers

as a result of a grant provided by the National Science Foundation.

The Library is now offering computerized literature searches covering

50 data bases in the pure and applied sciences and in the social sciences,

including business. Access to the information stored in these bases

is now so sophisticated and comprehensive that the use of this system

is far superior (in most instances) to the use of printed indexes.

Edie Ferrell, John McKay, Sharon Seide, and Robert Mautner deserve a

special thanks for assuming the responsibility for providing this service.

Although a few names have been singled out in connection with various

projects, every person on our Public Services staff merits a special

thanks for his and her contributions.



III. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Ironically, limited space continues to be a key problem. Unless the few

remaining study tables are removed from the Music Collection, there will
be no more room for expansion of the materials. The Library Science
Collection is nearly filled to capacity. Solutions to these critical
problems must be found by the University authorities. Possibly the
Library Science Collection could be limited further in scope and mate-
rials could be transferred to the new Main Library, but the Music
Collection must have larger quarters.

Inadequate staffing is also a major concern. Although the Main Library
is currently open 104 hours a week, the Central Reference Department is
staffed for only 87 of thOse hours, and the smaller departments and
collections in the system have very restricted hours of service ranging
from 43 to 77 hours per week. In addition, the volume of questions
answered, instructional sessions given, and interlibray loan trans-
actions provided increases each year, yet virtually no new staff
positions have been added in the past five years. For instance, the

last new position for the Interlibrary Loan Section was created in 1972,
and the workload has doubled since then. In an effort to make current
periodical literature more available to scientists, we are creating a
current periodicals room in the Science Library, but we have no staff to
monitor the area.

The annual reports for the Public Services Department heads contain
urgent requests for additional help and should be reviewed for more
detailed information.

This year will be spent reviewing the situation and gathering evidence
to support the above appeal for more staff.



IV. FUTURE PLANS

Beginning July 1, 1977, our Orientation Librarian, Shelley Phipps, will

be transferred to the Public Services Division of the Library. The

program she has initiated is immense and needs the continued support and

cooperation of our staff. One of the objectives of the Public Services
Librarian is to do everything possible to facilitate her work and to

make her program an integral part of our service.

Our former head of the Library Science Collection, Luana Sonntag, has

recently transferred to our Central Reference Department. Her fluent

Spanish, her knowledge of Chicano materials and her specialty in Latin

American studies should do much to enhance our image with our Spanish-

speaking users, and her participation in collection development should

help strengthen our holdings of Latin American, Chicano, and Spanish

language materials. -

Our new head of the Library Science Collection, Cecil Wellborn, has just

assumed his duties and will need special support while he is becoming

familiar with the collection and routines. In January 1978 our head of

SpecialCollections, Donald Powell, will retire, and we have recently

begun a nationwide search for a suitable replacement.

We hope to continue publishing annual cumulations of the daily Index

to the Arizona Daily Star, a highly useful information source to çurrent

events in Arizona. Virginia Rice, Central Reference Librarian, has
recently begun a massive revision of our Arizona Index, which provides

access to articles about Arizona in over 65 journals. In the spring of

1978, G. K. Hall Company will publish the over 26,000 entries comprising

this index in a book catalog for national distribution.

Naturally, the whole Public Services Division could accomplish much more

with additional staff and operations money. It is evident that ambitious

projects which would consume more time and money must wait. Ideally, we

should produce more bibliographies patterned after the new Chicano

Guide, offer more hours of service, drop the fee for conducting computer

literature searches, reduce the turn-around time for interlibrary loan

transactions, staff the science current periodicals room, offer more

course-related instructional sessions, and increase our retrospective

collection development efforts. We also need to add more support staff

in every department for processing materials.

Meanwhile, we will continue our efforts to make our Library resources

accessible to the public and to interpret our vast collection to the

users in the best way possible.
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The reference department in the main library of a university func-
tions as the crossroads for that university's library system. It is
here that problems are either immediately solved or referred to the appro-
priate library specialist. The CRD staff must know not only their own
coflections, but also who does what within the library system. The areas
of the univeristy under expansion or contraction, and. what problems users
of every level are having with the library must be determined. Time is

spent with the new material published in the CRD subject fields and. other
areas where the staff has faculty contacts. The reference staff must
have access to as many class assignments as possible in order to antici-
pate either problem areas or courses which should be included in the
library's orientation/instruction (o/i) program. The CR]) staff must know
a range of from what changes are being made in the card catalog, to what
a new professor is particularly interested in adding to the library or
the curriculum. The CRD librarians and career staff must know both the
inside and the outside of the university library.

This past year has not been an easy one for the CR]) staff. They
began as members of the Humanities Ref. Dept. --of the (oid) Central Ref.
Dept. --of the Social Sci. Ref. Dept. They each knew their respective
collections well; they each had their individuai off-desk responsibilities.
In addition, they knew that the December move into the new library meant
the merger of the three departments.

After the move, they would each know roughly 1/3 of the combined
department. The librarians would have to keep up their involvement with
specific subject fields and faculty, as they became generalists enough to
respond more than just adequately to questions from any field. The career
staff would not only have to learn two other departmental collections, but
also maintain the desk quality and the service reputation of the new de-
partment at the same high level each of the three departments had previously
held. No one was certain how the new department would function, whether
the quality level of service ould be retained, or whether the pressure
points would exceed a tolerable level.

To top it off, I came in August to help with the merger and head the
new department. Ten months later, I still retain just enough unbiased
objectivity to report that, yes, there have been problems, but solutions
have come about as the three staffs became one, supporting and working with
each other, learning from one another for the betterment of both CRD and the

library. I saw three collections merge and serious determined efforts made
to increase the new collection's quality over and beyond that of the pre-
vious individual departments. I saw staff members work out problems that
arose in everyday transactions before the move and after it. I heard con-
cerns--voiced and unspoken--responded to with sensitivity and dignity. I

saw pride in one's work applauded by other staff members I saw teaching
done daily between members of the staff, in addition to that which they
did with the students and other faculty. And if nxy emphasisis on the CRD
staff, it is because without them--without their knowledge, their support
of each other, their skills and pride in their work--the department would
not be the exciting place that users return to again and again. The CRD

staff has had a rough year and they have shown that these same outstanding
Individuals make an outstanding staff.



MAJOR STRENGTHS: The CRD Staff and the CRD Collection

CRD is open 8 hours week and (because multiple staffing is necessary)
staffed 235 hrs/wk. Staff are on duty every evening, Saturday and Sunday
when class is in session. A reduced staffing schedule during intersession
provides some badly needed time for project completion.

During the 1916-77 fiscal year, 112,754 plus questions were asked at
the referencedesks; questions which took from a few seconds to hours to
answer.

The CBD collection covers the socia]. sciences and humanities as suc-
cinctly as possilbe. The reference tools include dictionaries, director-
ies, encyclopedias, handbooks, statistical sources, yearbooks, biblio-
graphies, indexing and abstracting services--as appropriate to the subject

field.
Maintaining the quality of such a collection is a constant concern of

CRD's subject representatives and staff. Merger of the three previous
reference departments and an unforseen lack of space has resulted in a
complete re-evaluation of the collection. To hone the collection, materi-
al being transferred to the main stacks includes out-of-date and inappro-
priate works; over 700 serial and monographie titles have been removed

this year. To maintain the level of quality required by an academic re-
search library and university, the collection is constantly being added to,
subtracted from, and refined.

To work with the users who come to the desks, the CRD staff must be
researchers, scholars, and psychologists--for articulation of the question
is as vital as selection of the correct tool in finding solutions. During

the infrequent periods when users are not at the desks, the CRD staff
research new or previously unused reference tools or work on individual
assignments or responsibilities.

Study toward increased subject field knowledge, collection develop-
ment, orientation/instruction, teaching, indexing, faculty support, and
library and university representation take place off the reference desk.
These off-desk, but just as necessary, responsibilities consume the rest
of the CRD staff's time.

The high quality of the CRD staff is seen in their ability to respond
to the needs of the immediate user, while planning researching & developing

tools and programs for anticipated needs. Examples of the range of this

year's off-desk activity: (Fuller list in Appendix A)
Research & development of numerous guides and bibliographies

for supplementary class assignments (8 staff)

Initiation of computerized literature searching (2)

Preparation of guides to indexing and abstracting tools (3)

Testing of pilot Library Skills Program (approximently 1OO students)

('1f)

Undergraduate and graduate teaching, plus occasional lectures ()
Editing the '75 Arizona Daily Star Index for publication (2)

Preparation. and presentation of over 200 o/i sessions, each a mini-

mum of two hours (13)
The faculty have been particularly appreciative of these endeavors,

both through verbal expression to me and also by letter either to the staff

member or directly to the President.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS: Stack Space, Office Space and Staff Time for
Orientation/Instruction and Faculty Consultation.

The work and efficiency of CRD is hampered by the above factors.
Stack Space: Material in CED is co-ordinated with the library's

main stacks and the university's undergraduate and graduate curriculum.
Due to an oversight in CR]) low-case construction, we have lost 6.5 %
of our shelving capacity. In the future, this space limitation will re-
strict our ability to support the curriculum. Currently, it places

constraints on the time left for other responsibilities.

Office Space: CRD is very fortunate to have added luana Sonntag
to the staff. luana' s strength in Latin American subject fields will
prove invaluable to the university--faculty and students alike. However,

ño expansion space was planned for CRD and Iliana's office will be two
floors above the department in the main stacks. There is no flexibility

within CR]) to allow for her full incorporation into the department.
Offices can be built along CRD's North wall without damage to the

collection size. One possibility, if the CRD staff is to be split, is
to formally extend reference service into the main stacks. This could
only be done, however, by increasing the size of the CR]) staff and
placing librarians in (ex:) C Section of the 3rd Floor as well.

Time: There is not enough time for the type of collection develop-
ment, faculty and subject department consulting, orientation/instruction
preparation, and computerized literature searching which is being demanded
of the CR]) staff. These are CRD's growth areas, with more and more in-
volvement and support being requested by other faculty and the students
each succeeding semester. Use of CRD is up 25 % since the move, and
requests for o/i have also risen by 25 %.

Consultation with the rest of the faculty must be increased if CRD
and the library are to be aware of and keep pace with the university's
growth in reputation and size.

While the addition of Iliana Sonntag to CR]) will place us only
two staff members below the departmental total prior to the move, it
will not alleviate the time problem: luana will be responsible for
developing both the CR]) and library collections, providing instruction,
and responding to the needs of the Spanish-speaking user across campus.
Her users will come with her, as these are areas CRD has not been involved

with before. Thus, while Iliana's physical location will be improved, and
her work within CR]) will be very valuable, CR])' s general time and staff
situ.tion will remain fundamentally the same.



FUTURE PLANS:

While the list of a department's goals may be altered by unfor-
seen events, the following are among those to be worked toward in fiscal

1977-78:
Continuous review of the CR] stacks to keep the collection
responsive to the curriculum and research needs of the
university;

Expansion of collection development activities in current and.
retrospective ordering for both CRD and the main library stacks;

Publicize and increase the use of the computerized literature
searching service;

Help increase the efficiency and library knowledge of other
faculty through additional hours spent per week in selected
faculty departments;

The aim of this goal is to determine the extent to
which CRD subject representatives and their subject
field faculty counterparts can exchange useful infor-
mation of benefit to each other and their students

Expand the orientation/instruction program through the develop-
ment of complementary aids, such as, bibliographies, media
presentations, and. PLATO programs;

Maintain subject representative work with the university com-
munity in the following fields:

Art & Architecture
Anthropology
Business & Public Admin.
Education
Film
Folklore
Geography
History
Linguistics
Literature

Music
Performing Arts

(Dance, Theater)
Philosophy
Political Science
Poetry
Religion
Sociology
Sport s/Phys. Education
Women



APPENDIX A.

A. E2(AMPLES OF THE RANGE OF OFF-DESK ACTIVITIES DURING FISCAL YEAR

1976-77

Subject sessions held prior to move to familiarize staff with
the fields CRD would be responsible for (13 staff involved)

Spent time scheduled in each othert s departments for subject,
staff, and use familiarization (ii)

Shelf-read the three departments and began the still on-going
CRD stack clean-up project with the R & R Section of Technical
Services (llL)

li.. Developed more specific statistics form to determine types of
questions and gauge peak/light hours of each day. Now being
used by other public service departments Cl)

Institution of weekly departmental meetings (114)
publication of CED Weekly
publication of CRD Weekly Minutes
occasional meetings arranged for guests from other departments

(ex.: John James: computerized serials list; Elaine
Livermore: filing of order slips in card catalog)

Contributed working papers on topics of concern for the success
of the new department (13)

Established office hours so librarians could provide more in-depth
consultation with other faculty and with students (14)

Review and subsequent article centering on the art/art history
collections of University of Arizona and Arizona State Univer-
sity; request of art department (i)

Participation in the Graduate Library School internship program
and individual student observation (114)

On-going faculty orientation to the library's collections (8)



B. CURRENT COMMITTEE RESPONSIBILITIES OF CED STAFF:

Rebecca Boone:
Head, CRD

Karen Seiber-t: Executive Council Library Staff Assoc.
Second in Command, Campus Library Council
CRD Campus Library Advisory Coimii.

Univ. Senate
Univ. Folklore Comm.

Paul Barton:

Edle Ferrell:

Mirene Hazebrouck:

Lutie Higley:

John McKay:

Lois Olsrud:

luana Sonntag:

University Senate
Committee of Eleven
Merit Study Comm., Chair
Ex officio on the Library Comm.
Public Services Comm.

APPENDIX B.

Serials Comm.
Collection Development Comm.
Library Promotion and Tenure Comm.
Univ. Comm. on Academic Promotion and Tenure

Serials Comm.
Orientation Comm.
Faculty Senate Comm.

Spanish Lang. and Chicano Resourses Comm.
Career Staff Rep. to Library Faculty Assembly
Career Staff Rep. to Librarians Council

Selection Advisory Comm. for Loan
Secretary, Phi Beta Kappa

Bonnie Hintzman: New Staff Orientation Comm.

Library Promotion and Tenure Comni.
Spanish Lang. and Chicano Resources Comm.

Collection Development Connu.
Serials Comm.

Collection Development Comm.
Affirmative Action Comm., Chair
Spanish Lang. and Chicano Resources Comm., Chair
Library Travel Comm.
Library Rep. on Mexican-American Comm.
Indexer for SALALM
SWLA Mexican Project Comm.
ASLA Ethnic Minorities Materials Comm.



APPENDIX C.

C. SPECIFIC STAFF RESPONSE TO AN INVITATION TO PARTICIPATE IN DEVELOPING
CED '5 AIIJAL REPORT:

Mirene Hazebrouck:
Major duties and activities in the CRD outside of Reference Desk
work:

Library Orientation and Instruction Sessions
(English 14 and others)

Guide on how to use Reader's Guide prepared and on Index
Tables A and B for student use

Member of Committee on Spanish Language and Chicano Resources
Career Staff Representative on Librarians' Council and to
the Library Faculty Assembly

Bruce Parsil:
During the past year, in addition to my regular activity of
providing reference service, I have been involved in several
projects related to the Arizona Daily Star Index. In prepara-
tion for the publication of the 1975 Index, I, along with
Bonnie Hintzman, have completely edited the index clips for
that year. Now that the typing of that volume has actually
begun, we are working with the typist, proofreading her work
on a daily basis. I ein also presently editing the 1969 Star

Index as part of an ongoing process of editing all the indices
from 1966 through 1976 for eventual publication. Finally, I
have eliminated the backlog of papers which accumulated during
the move to the new library, and em now completely up-to-date
on the 1977 Index.
Orientation and Instruction have occupied much of my time this

year. Mirene and I have done a great number--prehaps the bulk--
of the English 2 and. 14 instructional tours, in addition to many
other sessions for individuals and groups. I feel that this has
been beneficial to the students, to ourselves, and to the general
campus-library relations.

John McKay:
Three oÍ the specific bibliographies I compiled during this
last academic year:

Reference Works in German Literature
Linguistics Reference Books--Addenda to earlier biblio-
graphy
Sources and Bibliography for Spanish America

Revisions and. new editions:
How to Find Literary Critiques
How to Use the MLA Bibliography

Addition to job responsibilities:
Computerized Literature Searching (DIALOG) beginning in April



THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
TUCSON, ARIZONA 85721

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY June 2, 1977

Ms. Rebecca Boone
Head, Central Reference Department
University Library

Dear Ms. Boone:

Because of the reorganization of reference service which took
place at the midway point in the fiscal year, it seems appropriate
to submit a final report for the Social Science Department, July -
December 1976.

It is a pleasure as well, since we handled a record number of refer-
ence transactions and instructional sessions. I request that this

report be considered a supplement to the annual report series of the
Social Science Department covering the years 1973/74 - 1975/76.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,
)

Lutie Higley
Social Science Librarian
Central Reference Department



FINAL REPORT OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT, JULY - DECEMBER 1976

STATISTICS:

A comparative table points up the accelerated activity of the Department.

It should be kept in mind that this work was accomplished concurrently
with planning for the new building, a daily occupation.

Note that "reference" inquiries do not include "directional" transactions
or questions pertaining to the Library Skills Program.

Reference Inquiries

July, 1975 - June, 1976 July, 1976 - December, 1976

20,366 14,108

Microfiche Circulation

ERIC 7,538 3,461

10-K 3,227 1,900

Ann.Rept. 663 512

HRAF 289 153

INSTRUCTIONAL SESSIONS:

The staff presented more lectures during this period than in any previous

six months' span.

Virginia Rice

Course Professor Number of Students

History 296A Gaines 17

History 296A Gaines 20

History 296A Oswald 20

Agricultural Ed. McCormick 6

Ed. Res. 303 Haase 40

Ed. Res. 303 Anderson 25

Sec. Ed. 129 Howard 14

Edie Ferrell

Home Econ. 310 Brown 12

Ed. Res. 303 Flores 28

MAS 240 Zepeta 30

Rehab. 289 Leung 30

Ed. Res. 303 Flores 40

Home Econ. 310 Manning 10

Couns. & Guidence Lauver 30

Ed. Res. 303 Flores 40

Spec. Ed. 203A Olson 60

Rehab. 289 Leung 30

Spec. Ed. 203A Meredith 50

Sec. Ed. 129 Babich 15

Sec. Ed. 129 Babich 15



Edie Ferrell (cont.)

Sec. Ed. 129
MAS 240
Sec. Ed. 129
Lib. Sci.

Alan Stein

Pub. Adm. 297B
Bus. & Career Ed.
FIRE 241
FIRE 241
FIRE 241
FIRE 142
Acct. 101
FIRE 241
FIRE 244
FIRE 241
FIRE 241
FIRE 241
FIRE. 241

Pub. Adm 295A

-2-.

n.b. FIRE: Finance, Insurance and Real Estate

Lutie Higley

Amer. Higher Ed. 301 Harcieroad 30

Org. Corn. Coil. 396 Schultz 35

Corn. Coll. Seni. 360 Schultz 15

Org. Museums, Anth. 225 Baker 28
Org. Comm. Coll. 396 Schultz 38
Corn. Coll. Seni. 360 Schultz 12

Ed. Res. 303 Haase 20

Ed. Res. 303 Anserson 25

Comparative Table

Number of Classes Number of Students

July 1975 - June 1976 July - December 1976

71 46

2,387 1,363

LIBRARY SKILLS PROGRAM:

The Department was heavily involved in the program directed by the
Orientation Librarian. At the height of the exercise, September
13 - 20, and with no additional staff, we handled 1,519 questions.
This total is not reflected in the information tallied earlier in
the report.

LIBRARY SCIENCE INTERNS:

Three Library Science students, Linnea Hendrickson, Sara Wisdom and

Richman 15

Zepata 45
Slotkin 20

Fai bi soff 16

Vega 16
Antri on 20

Kennedy 60
Kennedy 60

Abrahanson 40

Abrahamson 60
Spencer 60
Hawkins 58

Dietrich 25

Hawkins 25

Emery 40
Emery 25

Emery 25

Hall 18
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Marta Ayala, served as interns during the summer months. Each student
worked four hours per day in the Department, for two weeks. Half of
their time was spent observing and participating in reference assistance,
and the other half in a project of their own choosing. Since the program
was a first, I am attaching the evaluations as submitted to Dr. Dickinson.
Their contribution was impressive, and we sincerely hope the cooperation
will continue between the Graduate Library School and the Central Reference
Department.

INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITIES:

Edle Ferrell worked closely with the Rehabilitation and Special Education
Departments, and the Graduate Library School. She serves on
two committees, Advisory Committee to the Orientation Librarian,
and the Serials Committee.

Virginia Rice is responsible for the Arizona Index, a tool which is becoming
more valuable each year. Each term she enrolls in a graduate. his-
tory course leading to a second Master's degree.

Lutie Higley taught Library Techniques 289, attended meetings of the Public
Services Committee and the Librarian's Council. She conducted
three sessions for PIP, the Professional Internships Program of
Tucson District # 1.

Alan Stein and Haven Force. Resigned. See final evaluation reports.

THE MOVE:

The fall season was dominated by the prospect of the impending move into
the new building and improved service to all segments of the campus. We
enjoyed working with a new department head, in planning for future growth.



THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
TUCSON, ARIZONA 85721

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

Ju)!y 8, 1976

Marta Ayala spent IU hours in the Social Science Department as a
unit in her internship progralQ, June 27 - July 7. She worked under

my direct supervision0 I evaluate her performance as outstanding0

We planned in the beginning to accomplish two objectives: practical
experience at the reference desk, and the compilation of a list, de-
scribed below, which will be valuable for the Library as a whole0
Her time was divided equally each day between these two activities.

In addition to participation in reference activities, we studied
intensively the following sources which are unique to the Depart-
ment: Deadline Data on World Affairs, ERIC, HRAF, SSCI, the 10-K

and annual reports microfiche collection, and appropriate printed
catalogs.

Miss Ayala worked with the four professionals in the DepartrEnt. We

shared each question with her, and rounded out her knowledge of spe-
cific tools. She assisted students whenever possible in the use of
sourcoc, and their locations. ifl the event of a difficult inqliiy,
we described in detail an effective outline of steps for its solu-

tion.

The list she compiled used as its basis a 1971 bibliography of Span-
ish language periodicals in the University of Arizona Library. She
added acquisitions of the past five years, and arranged them into
separate categories, i.e. social science and humanities. we have

had many requests for this type of approach to our collection, and
her final product will he useful to many librarians for well into
the future.

I think Mies Ayala will become an outstanding professional librari-
an. She is industrious, eager to learn, and is very well organized

in planning her time0 Flexibility is one of her strong points, and
I feel that she could be effective in many different services of a
wide variety of libraries. She is excited about librarianship0 Our

staff found her most congenial and considerate. We enjoyed having

her with us. I hope that the internship pro grani can continue be-

cause of its benefit to the student and the staff.

Lutie Higley
Head Social Science

Librarian



THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
TUCSON, ARIZONA 85721

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

j).. Donald C. Dickinson, Director
Graduate Library School
College of Education, University of Arizona

1515 East First Street
Tucson, Arizona 85719

Dear Dr. Dickinson:

Sara Wisdom has recently conpieted her thirteen_day internship, (June 7-.
23), in the Social Sciences Department. Because we had three interns
scheduled during the first month of Summer School, Mrs. Higley asked me
to supervise Sara's program.

As I am sure you realize, the first two weeks of Summer School are some
of the busiest of the whole year for our Department due to the large
ntunbers of new graduate students in Education who attend the University
at this time. This was an advantage, and, in some respects perhaps
a disadvantage, for Sara, who quickly had an opportunity to "try her
wings". Not only did we have a great many patrons, we were short of
staff, with members on vacation during much of this period. Into this
bedlam caine Sara with her quiet, out-going manner and ininediately made
herself tremendously useful. At the saine time, she gained lots of
first-hand experience in reference service.

To provide her with a general understanding of the role of our Depart-
ment within the total Library system, I first took her on a tour of the
Main Library building. We visited the different departments, from
Technical Services to Special Collections. Then, returning to Social
Sciences, we began a niore in-depth orientation, first to the collection,
and then to the reference function.

During her first week I asked Sara to
our staff as they took their turns at
vere lulls in reference activity, she
end to have infoiinal discussions with
week, she vas assigned to the desk by
nearby to give assistance if needed.

July 6, 1976

sit with the various members of
the reference desk. When there
had an opportunity to ask questions
each person. During her second
herself, while staff members were

In addition to providirg her with this practical exuerience, her intern-
ship included much opportunity for discussion about all the related facets
end activities of a reference librarian's job. We told her of our plans



for the new Library with its centralized reference situation, about the
Ubrary Faculty Assembly and its efforts to obtain faculty status for

the professional librarians. She had a unique opportunity to observe
our personnel selection process for Library department heads when she
accompanied us to the open meeting interview with one of the candidatas
for the head of Central Reference.

41e talked with her about the part which reference librarians play in
book selection in our Library. She vent with us to the weekly "book
look" in the Acquisitions Department.

Towards the end of her internship Sara was given the opportunity to
conduct a literature search for a professor. She compiled an excellent
five-page bibliography on the topic of migrant labor for him. Every-
thing she does, she does well. Sara is a truly superior person in
every respect. It vas a great pleasure to work with her.

Sincerely yours,

t)

Virginia E. Rice,
Social Sciences Reference Librarian

cc: Lutie Higley
Mary Dale Paisson



THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
1UCSON, ARIZONA 85721

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

Ju2y 7, 1976

MRANDUN

TO: Dr. Dickinson

RE: Linnea Hendrickson, Intern,

Miss Hendrickson spent 1h hours in our

ber internship progrvn, June 27 - July
direct supervision, and I evaluate her
satisfactory.

Social Science Dept.

1partinent as one unit in

7o She worked under my
performance as high1r

We planned at the outset to accomplish two objectives: practical
experience at the reference desk, and an in-depth study of the
Library's holdings in sociology on the reference level. She

used as the basis of her examination White's Sources of Informa-
tion in the Social Sciences, checking against the catolog. As a
final step she searched order information in the trade bibliog-
raphy so that we can buy the few items not owned by the Library.
This project gave her excellent experience with entries in the
catalog of a research library, and a good introduction to fed-
eral documents as a separate collection. She had occasion to use
acquisitions tools beyond the simple BIP. Her task made a posi-
tive contribution to our work because such a study was needed.

The remaining half of her time was spent at the reference desk.
She worked with the four professionals in the Dopartmcnt. Each
of us gave her an opportunity to participate whenever possible,
and we were careful to outline each step as we solved a particu-

larly difficult inquiry. In addition to the above, she received
detailed instruction in the use of the following tools, unique to
social science: Deadline Data on World Affairs, ERIC, HRAF, SS CI,

the microfiche collection of 10-K and annual reports, and relevant
printed catalogs.

Mise Hendrickson was punctual arid industrious, and eager to learn
as much as posible0 She was pleasant and cooperative, and ve hope
that she enjoyed this cooperative effort between your School and
the Library. I should lue to see it continue.

Lutie Higley
Head Social science

Librarian
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE

INTERLIBRARY LOAN SECTION

TO THE CHIEF CENTRAL REFERENCE LIBRARIAN

FOR TRE 1976-1977 YEAR



I. SUMMARY

Interlibrary loa:i activity from July 1, 1976, to May 31, 1977, has decreased
about 87. below the same period last year. Interlibrary loan services were
suspended for six weeks during the move. After adjusting for this suspen-
sion, our activity is actually a little above last year.

Borrowing requests are down about 2O7 below the same period last year.
This decline has three causes. The most obvious is our total suspension
of service in anticipation of and during the library's move. The two other
contributing factors are the large number of requests we received immediately
upon reopening and the loss of an experienced staff member. We were inun-
dated by books to be returned and requests to be sent out as soon as we open-
ed in January. The books had to be returned before we could send out any
requests. This put us behind in processing borrowing requests. In December
we lost an experienced staff member whose main responsibility was borrowing
requests. The necessary training of a new staff member slowed processing
time and contributed to a backlog discouraging some users with short-term needs.

Lending requests are above last year's level when adjustments are made for
our closure. Out-of-state book requests account for most of the increase.
Our participation in the OCLC cataloging system has resulted in other li-
braries finding our location symbol ori the system for all the material we
have added to our collection. In the past, our location symbol was seldom
found in the National Union Catalog which was the primary location tool.
The increase in requests is expected to continue.



II. MAJOR STRENGTHS

The staff is the primary strength of interlibrary loan. They have done an
excellent job coping with a very stressful situation over the last semester.
Everyone has tried to do their own job and help others as much as possible.
This includes our student assistants who have been an invaluable and cheer-
ful source of aid.

The approval of a new interlibrary loan policy will increase our efficiency.
We will now be able to devote more time to high priority requests. These
are requests necessary for serious long-term research for which alternative
materials are not available in our library - primarily out-of-print books
and journal articles. It will also help us reduce the time spent on incor-
rect, unverified requests.

The Journals Access Service of The Center for Research Libraries and our
reciprocal photocopy agreements with Arizona State University and Northern
Arizona University are definite benefits to our patrons and to interlibrary
loan. At least 60% of the photocopy we request is distributed free to our
users because of these agreements. This helps us because we do not have
to process paperwork to bill the patrons, deposit the money, and pay the
invoices from another library.

Our new. offices are very pleasant. We may now deal with patrons in an
outer office at a public service desk rather than have them at the indivi-
dual staff members' desks. This helps to eliminate some congestion in our
work area - especially when we have students working.

CHAIN activity has. been positively affected by the introduction of the
Arizona Numeric Register and the Maricopa County Community College District
microfiche. The use of these tools has made it possible for some of the
smaller Arizona libraries to locate books at a public or community college
library and has resulted in a drop in requests needing locations. Forward-
ing has been cut in half, and more requests are being forwarded to libraries
which definitely own the books. This is much more efficient for the libraries
we serve. A forward now takes more time to process, but the added wörk seems
'to be worthwhile in terms of results. In the past we forwarded to Arizona
State University or Library Extension Service because we had no way to check
where a book might be located within the state. We nou look up the Library
of Congress card number on OCLC or in the National Union Catalog and then
check it in both the Arizona Numeric Register and the Maricopa County
Community College District microfiche for definite locations. When locations
are found, a routing slip is prepared, the request is forwarded, and the re-
questing library is notified of oür action.



III. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Our major limitation is that our present level of staffing lacks sufficient
flexibility in stress periods. We lack enough staff to handle peak periods,
vacations, resignations and training of new staff at an adequate level of
service.

Interlibrary loan had staff turn-over in two of our four permanent positions
within the past six months. We also had to train four students because of
two resignations and two additions to the student staff. This takes a
great deal of training time and necessitates a slower pace and lower volume
of work. This causes backlogs for both the trainee and trainer, putting
a great deal of pressure on the section as a whole. We were able to add
a student on a temporary basis in April which has helped. We hope to re-
tain this student position in the coming year.



IV. FUTURE PLANS

The coining year will bring several major changes to interlibrary loan. The
new copyright law will go into effect in January, 1978. We will be setting
up the necessary procedures to conform, educating our patrons, and assessing
the changes caused by the new law. The law will limit our requests for
photocopy of current journal articles. It remains to be seen how wide an
effect this will have on individual patrons. It may affect our relations with
the USDA Document Delivery System and the Journals Access Service. Both
of these programs deal heavily in photocopy of current journals, and their
legality may be in question.

Many of our present procedures will change to.conform to the new CORE account-
ing system effective July 1. It appears that the new accounting system will
necessitate more frequent billing and generate much more paperwork. This

will, take more of our time for bookkeeping and internal paperwork. With -a

finite amount of time, this will give us less to spend on the actual pro-
cessing of requests.

Also effective July 1, Arizona State University Library has obtained a grant
to provide courier service between Phoenix and Tucson. Preliminary discus-
sions indicate two trips a week which we hope will speed up delivery of
material between ASU and the university. A possibility also exists that
ASU will act as a switching agent for material that comes to Phoenix with
the courier from Flagstaff twice a week. This would enable us to obtain
books and photocopy from Northern Arizona University via courier. The com-

bined courier system would be a tremendous savings in time and postage.
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SUMMARY

The plan to have all governmept documents centrally located in the
new Library reached fruition in January 1971 when the material
located in the Science Library and the material located in the
main library were brought together in our new library building.
While not a 100 per cent combination of collections since some
material is still housed in the Science Library, the bulk of our
collection is now in one area thus enabling the users to get the
maximum use of this material. This project was our number one
priority for this fiscal year and is the highlight of the year's
work.

Our second objective for this fiscal year, the establishment of an
International Documents collection, has gotten off to a good start.
A core collection of United Nations reference materials is now lo-
cated in the Department. A card catalog listing the publications
of this organization by main entry, sales number and document num-
ber has been established and is located in our office. This en-
ables us to provide complete reference service in this area.

The added responsibility of having the ERIC collection, the science
documents collection, and the collection of film from the National
Archives added to our area necessitated an increase in our staff.
In this vein one member from the science documents staff was trans-
ferred to our staff and a half-time position was created to assist
with the International documents and our ERIC collections.

A change in our circulation policy has made our retrieval of cir-
culated material easier. We have found that material is now re-
turned on due dates, thus enabling more users to get at documents.

As our collection increased so did the need for a larger catalog.
With the move to our new quarters we added all the cards for the
transferred material from the Science collection. This increased

the size of our catalog 66 per cent. A project to make our revo-
file more efficient by defining what would be put in the file and
entering cards for science oriented periodicals was started and is
still under way.

The importance of government documents as a research tool has be-
come recognized by the private publishing industry. More and more
indexes to government documents and books on the subject are being

published. As we become aware of important publications of this type
ve added them to our departmental reference collection.



STRENGTHS

Our greatest strength resulted from the move to the New Library
and the combination of the two documents collections. This bene-
fits patrons since they are now able to do all research in one
specific location. In becoming more frnìiliar with science orien-
ted material our staff benefits. Our reference expertise improves.

We are one of the most patron oriented library departments. Our
participation in library orientation programs and appearances be-
fore special classes enhances our public image. This is substan-
tiated by our yearly increase in reference and circulation statis-
tics.

Memberships in local and national library associations keeps us up
to date on the latest developments in our field. The Department
was deeply involved with the Patents and Trademarks Workshop held
in October 1976. Staff is also involved in library organizations.

Purchases of non-GPO material this past year include: U.S. Serial Set

Index, parts 9-12, 1925-1969; U.S. Reports, 1887-1972; Index to
FBIS, People's Republic of China; and Cumulative Index to U.S.
Treaties and Other International Agreements, 1176-l949 and 1950-
1970. These tools aid in our service to the patron.

Mr. Robert Mitchell, our International Documents Librarian, has
worked very hard this year in getting International Documents
in some semblance of order. He is compiling an office catalog
that will enable us to help the patron locate International
Documents. He has held two sessions where he has tried to familiar-
ize our staff with this material. This is coming along at an even

pace.

The next greatest strength is founded on a dedicated staff.
Mr.. Robert Mitchell, Mrs. Mary Rhoads, Mrs. Armenette Christie,
Mrs. Rita Gonzalez-Boepple, Mrs. Nancy Lauver, and Ms. Cindy Austin
all deserve mention as contributors.tothefine::reptitatiofl;thiS
department has on campus and in the Library.



LIMITATIONS

As mentioned last year, the Government Printing Office still
remains a source of problems affecting our ability to pro-
vide service. Changing of classification numbers, shifting of
agencies, creation of new agencies, and elimination of other
agencies add to the burden of a Department responsible for all
its own technical processing. Increasingly more and more pub-
lications are received as depository items which adds to the
already heavy burden of processing. Now the GPO is starting to
put many depository items and non-depository items on micro-
fiche. This will eventually pose a problem.for this Department.

The lack of enough staff to cover the reference desk for the
same number of service hours as the rest of the Library poses
another limitation for this Department. CRD has pointed out
to us that there is a particular need for coverage during the
five to six P.M. hour during the week and after six P.M. on
Sundays.

The constant turnover oÍ' student aide staff is a problem. In

the past this has meant we must spend a good deal of time at
the beginning of a semester training new students in the ways of
the Superintendent of Documents Classification System. We are
trying to remedy this by hiring students who will be in school
at least for two more years.

Our progress with the International Documents Collection has
been slowed down greatly because of the large amount of mater-
ial issued by the EEC. There is a large backlog of material
and much of its does not have LC entries, especially the numerous
series published by this organization. The process is slow but

it is moving steadily.

Bringing our revo-file up to date is a slow moving project.
Rules and procedures have been established in an effort to get
material into the revo-file, particularly that material from
the Science Documents collection.



FUTURE PLMIS

We propose to move forward with our International Documents
collection. We should be able, with the aid of the Serials
Department, to complete the necessary processing of our EEC
material and begin work on the material from the Organization
of American States.

The Procedures Manual for this Department needs a complete re.-
vision. The move to the New Library, the inclusion of the
Science Documents collection and the transfer of the ERIC fiche
collection are just a few reasons for this project.

Consideration should be given this year as to where we will
store the microfiche materials which will be received from the
Superintendent of Documents as depository items. The possibil-
ity of SuDoc sending non-depository material also poses a prob-
leni. There will be a need for more microfiche cases for storage
of this new material.

Continued work on the revo-file to establish this tool as a strong
working part of our department both from the technical process-
ing side of our operation and from the reference function of the
Department.

Some plan and thought should be given to providing reference
service during the five P.M. to six P.M. hour during the week
and from six P.M. to 10 P.M. on Sunday evenings. We should
work toward getting more hours for student aide reference assis-
tance to enable us to cover these hours.

To continue to provide the best possible service to the user is
the ever present goal of this Department. We will constantly be
looking for ways to upgrade an already good record in this area.



APPENDIX -- STATISTICAL SUPPLEMENT TO
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE

HEAD DOCUMENTS LIBRARIAN
TO THE

UNIVERSITY LIBRARIAN
FOR THE 1976-1917 YEAR

PUBLIC SERVICE STATISTICS

REFERENCE: Fall (July 1 - December 17)

1916: I,8O2
1915: I4,27l

Intersession (December 18 - January 12)

1976/77: closed

1975/16: 323

Spring (January 13 - June 30)

1977: 5,273
1976: 1,86I

Fiscal Year

1976/77: 1O,O74
1975/76: 9,61

DIRECTIONAL: Spring (January 13 - June 30)

1977: 3,570
1976: not recorded



PUBLIC SERVICE STATISTICS, cant.

The Government Documents Department did not begin to record

directional statistics until the move into the new Library.

The number of directional questions we answered in the old.

Library was negligible. In the new Library, however, the
Department staffs the only public service desk above the

2nd floor, and the number of directional questions we are

called upon to answer has increased astronomically.

TOTAL PUBLIC SERVICE STATISTICS:

Fiscal Year

1976/77: 13,8214

1975/76: 9,1461

TECHNICAL SERVICES STATISTICS

ITEMS RECEIVED:

CIRCULATED ITEMS:

14,798* 5,1014

1976/77 1975/76 (revised)

Depository 35,9614 36,809

Non-Depository 8,898 10,500

Total for Year 1414,862 147,309

Previous Collection 672,973
Total Est. Printed

Does. 717,835

Microfiche 31,251*4( 19,1483

Microfilm 1414 rolls



TECHNICAL SERVICES STATISTICS, cont.

ITEMS BOUND:

157 OO

4

* Library closed Fiscal Year 1976/77 during period of move to new

Library, December 18, 1976 - January 12, 1977. Circulation total

for comparable period Fiscal Year 1975/76 was 1OO items.

3(Figure reflects addition of ERIC microfiche to Documents
Collection. Total ERIC microfiche received 1976/77 i8,61.
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STJ1MABY

This will be this librarian' s last report. On July ist, she will be
transferred to the Central Reference Department where she win be the
Spanish American Specialist. It may be appropriate at this time to
briefly go over the four years of her tenure in the Library Science
Collection. Since July 1973 the library has moved from one room in
the College of Education to larger and. far more attractive quarters.
The collection has grown to almost double its size and acquired micro-
foras and audio-cassettes and equipment to use them with. Having
started as a one librarian operation it has added a full time Clerk I
and 3/Ii FTE student assistants, making it possible for the library to
be open more hours. Spanish materials on librarianship were collected
to support the courses on Latin American bibliography and on service
to ethnic minorities. Our circulation has more than doubled.

This year we made efforts to make all our resources more accessible.
With that in mind the typed list of students' papers was replaced by
a card index for easier update. The pamphlet file was expanded from
five to ten drawers and its index updated. The drawers and shelves
containing catalogs, bibliographies, samples, newsletters, and other
ephemeral materials were weeded and the remaining material made acces-
sible by card indexes.. Special mention should be made here of Jeannette
Aikins, the student assistant responsible for most of this work, for
her diligence and creativity.

The librarian was involved in committee work in the University Library
as well as in professional organizations as a member of ALA, Reforma,
ASLA SWL& , and SALLLM. For the Library Guides Committee she trans-
lated the brochure entitled Libraries of the University of Arizona into
Spanish. She also translated the brochure of the Graduate Library School.
As a member of the Mexican American Studies Committee she contributed
an article to the Noticiero Chicano on the need to recruit Chicanos into
library science. Iii September she was invited by the Association of
Mexican Library Schools to present a paper at the UNESCO - FID meeting
in Mexico City; the topic was "Special Library Srvice to Spanish Speak-
ing Minorities in the U. S.". The Spanish Language and Chicano Resour-
ces Committee in the library, which she chairs, completed a Guide to
Chicano Materials in the University of Azona Library.

It has been a personally rewarding year, one in which a lot of useful
work was done. It it with mixed feelings that I end it; regret at
ending my association with the Graduate Library School and anticipation
for my new position through which I believe I can make a more important
contribution to the library and the university community.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

The cooperation and support the Library- Science Collection continued
to receive from the library administration and from the faculty of
the Graduate Library School have been its major sources of strength.
Also the excellent relationship that exists between the staff and the
library school students makes our work worthwhile. The collection is
up to date in every aspect of librarianship so that we are able to
give the faculty the assistance they need.



MLJOR LIMITATIONS

The ever increasing limitation is one of space. This year the shelves
were filed to capacIty; any further growth of the collection can only
be accomplished by installing new shelving and consequently reducing

the seating space. The integration of library science materials into
the general library collection would solve that problem while, at the
saine time, making it easier for the users to avail themselves of all the

resources of the library.

The problem of the children's literature collection housed in the Library
Science Collection has been mentioned before; it has not been solved yet.
We have approximately 680 books divided into two different classifications,
ranging from ordinary trade copies to rare and fragile ones. Some of

these have their counterpart in the Main Library on the English or Amer-

ican literature shelves. This dispersion befuddles the students, parti-
cular],y since the ones that have yet to be reclassified from Dewey to
Library of Congress are not represented in the main catalog. A decision

made some time ago to locate all children's books in the Media Center
has not been implemented; perhaps because It did not completely satisfy

all parties involved.



FUTURE FLANS

It will be up to the new department head to formulate new plans.
The library will benefit from a fresh perspective; however, it seems
inevitable that the future will have to bring an expansion of some
Idnd or a move.



LIBRARY SCIENCE COLLECTION UEWERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY

APPE

HOLDINGS 197S/76 1976/77

Monographs 7h7 8OO
PerIodicals 302 331
Non-book

Microfilm 393 1.i07
Microfiche
Cassettes 214 27

CIRCULATION

Home Use 861]. 90142
Reserves 10802: 1OO7
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SU}ARI

More times than the staff can, now remember patrons have walked into
the Map Collection and inquired, "Is this the department that was so
hard to move from the old Library?" An affirmative answer us uali y

satisfies the questioner, but it fails to reveal the hard work that
was involved and the preparations that were made by the Library Ad-

ministration and the staff of this department in order to make t h e
move a reality. By reason of our new location usage of the collec-
tion has increased considerably and it is safe to predict that this
increase will continue in the months and years ahead.

Public service requests were numerous this year. The staff assem-
bled maps and atlases for class assignments, arranged tours and lec-
tures, searched in-house and telephonic reÍrence questions, assist-
ed patrons with acquisitions problems, and served as consultants in
map librarianship. Special borrowers continued to use the collec -
tion heavily and visitors from out-of-state came to use historic al

materials. The Texas Technological University Library borrowed a
large selection of thematic maps covering Nanaus, Amazonas and Brazil
for an architecture student who was involved in a Manaus urban plan-
ning project. The department' s acquisitions list, News Month-

j, continues to have a wide circulation. A reference to one issue

appeared in a publication of the Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kult-
urvesitz, Berlin.

In order to serve a clientele as diverse as the University community
the staff must give constant attention to new publications as they
relate to this collection. Acquisitions were obtained from UNESCO,
state and national mapping agencies, urban planning commissions, oem-
merciai firms, cartographic and geographic societies, geological as-
sociations, rare map dealers and cartographers. From these sources
sheet maps, atlases, serials, works on cartography and map librarian-
ship, cartobibliographies, gazetteers, and rare maps were acquire d

for the collection. The federal government's map depository programs

were continued, and the Library's Government Eocuxnents Department
shared other depository publications and purchased some additional
documents for the Map Collection.

One aspect of the department's technical processing procedures has
been gradually changing and perhaps will continue to change mo r e

in the future. This concerns the production of catalog cards b y

automation. For some time OCLC catalog cards have been produced för
the department's new reference books and this year for the first time

catalog cards for sheet maps are being produced.

Over and above our regular duties staff members attended library gath-
erings, held offices, compiled gazetteers and conducted a survey.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

The cost of equipping and staffing a public service as specialized
as a map collection is an expense that many libraries are not able
to assume. The fact that this service is available to the faculty
and students of the University of Arizona is a tribute to the Li -
brary Administrators who have supported this collection from t h e
fifties through nineteen seventy seven. With the funds that h a ve
been made available over this period of time the staff has built
a collection of cartographic and geographic resources that adequate-
ly support instruction and research at the college level.

Without a competent staff to assist map users and to promote public
service this collection would perhaps be used very little. It is
to the credit of the staff, Ms. Linda Cottreil, Ms. Cheryl Coumans,
14e. Christine Ziegler, that patrons are able to locate required in-
formation and resources in a satisfactory manner. Members of the
staff deserve high commendations for their contributions to the WQ±
of the department and for the public service that they provide each
day.

Of the many services offered by the IMap Collection none is more im-.
portant than the instructional program. During the year s e y e r a 1

classes were held in the department for the purpose of receiving in-
struct ion in the use of cartographic materials The Geo g r a phi c al

Techniques class was interested in learning ways to conduct research
in a map library. An Oriental Studlés class, Geography of the Mid -
die East, wanted information about atlases, maps and other reference
sources in this area. Two Graduate Library 5chool classes were in-
terested in map cat&loging problems and procedures for ordering maps.

Researchers have often compared maps to computers because a y a s t
anunt of information can be retrieved from thera, In one instance
this year a representative from the California State Lands Com-
mission in Sacramento used the collection to determine the changes
in the course of the Colorado River between Arizona and California
over a long period of time. This, study concerned the larger pro -
blem of land ownership rights a) ong the banks of the river.

2



M&JOR LIMlAT IONS

A problem that must evidentually be resolved concerns the lack of
adequate reading room shelving for the reference collection. Un-
fortunately about three hundred volumes must be housed in the de-
partment's technical services area since the collection has grown
faster than was anticipated at the time shelving was planned for
the new Library. Without additional shelving the future growth of
reference materials will of necessity be limited.

Since moving into the new Library the use of the coflection has
steadily increased. Patrons have requested more reference assis-
tance and have borrowed more maps for home use. There were many
tiznes during the second semester when the four staff members were
very hard pressed to handle this increase, and at the same time
keep abreast of the work that is required to support public service.
Unlike other public services areas, the Ip Collection staffs a
manually operated loan desk as well as a reference desk. In a d -

dition the staff is responsible for stack maintenance, processing
new acquisitions, cataloging, card catalog maintenance, and map
preservation. These are all necessary functions of a special li-
brary, however the department needs an additional staff member to
share the work load.

3



FDTURE PLANS

Collection development will be a major goal during the coming year,
Emphasis will be placed on the acquisition of cartographic materials
for countries of Latin America that are of special importance to the
University community. Large scale sets of topographic and thematic
maps, single sheet maps, national atlases, works on historical car-
tography and cartobibliographies will be considered.

Plans have been made to begin a long range project involving t h e
preservation of the old maps that are housed in the Map Collection's
locked cases. A decision has been made to use the encapsulation meth-
od of preservation that was originated by the Library of Congress.

In the interest of improving the Map Collection's public service to
the members of the University community and to the Library's special
borrowers more contact will be made b the staff with the librarians
who are providing map service in other Arizona Libraries. Perhaps

ways can be found to make greater use of the cartographic resources
that are now available in Arizona Libraries.

4



PUBLIÇ SERVICES STATISTICS

Lirculation from July 1 to December 14. 1976 and

January 17 to June 30 1977

Borne use

Library use

Reference Questions

Iiuiries Answered
Juiy i to December 14, 1976
January 17 to June 30, 1977

b

APPENDIX

ACQUISITIONS STATISTICS

Items Added to the Map Collection 1976-1977

Aerial Photographs 45

Books 303

Sheet Maps 4,093

S
4,41.1

0

total Ho1dins of the Map Collection

Aerial Photographs

Books

Globes

Sheet Maps

1976-1977 Withdrawals

.. e s C s s . s S

14,743

2,961

10

123,639
1.41,353

10

3.41,343

6,767

16,774

5,016
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SUMMARY

The 1976-77 fiscal year has been one of development of the

Media Center. The first half of the year the staff operated as

the Instructional Materials Collection at the College of Educa-

tion. After the move into the new library, many of the resources

and the staff became the new Media Center.

During the six months as the Instructional Materials Collection,

we were involved in operating as usual while planning for the move

to the new main Library and the creation of the new Media Center.

During this period IMC activities were as in the past with increased

public services for the second straight year (up 20% in reference

statistics). Additionally, in August the IMC served as resource

center for the Proyecto Leer Conference held on campus in conjunc-

tion with the Graduate Library School.

After the move over Christmas break, the Media Center was

created utilizing the existing staff of the IMC and many of its

resources. In addition other non-book resources in the library

system were centralized in the Media Center. New equipment was

checked and the entire staff was oriented in its use.

On January 13 we officially opened as the Media Center. The

Center maintains the University Library's holdings of non-book

materials not already designated for some other area. The Center

includes various types of equipment to play back all formats of

materials. Rooms for viewing by individuals of groups up to fifty

people are available. The staff of the Center provides reference

service to all of the non-book materials, equipment and the j uve-

nile book collection that was maintained in the old IMC.

During Spring 1977, the Media Center was involved in a variety

of new activities including becoming the play back center for the

file copy of the Microcampus video tapes. During March the Center

provided a week of orientations to the resources for all interested

Library Staff members in which 80 took part.



In April the Center video taped the Library Dedication and

received its first intern from the College of Education, Christopher

Johnson.

During the last two months of the fiscal year a variety of pro-

jects were completed including the complete analysis of reference

sources, development of a separate Media Card Catalog and the

completion of tattle-taping of the old IMC book collection.

The spring semester reference and equipment use statistics

reflected a sizable increase in use from previous years. Overall

the .reference statistics averaged over 300% more per month while

equipment usage was up approximately 80%.

During 1976-77 the Media Center attained its goals set forth

for the year. An additional half-time career staff position was

funded in January and the Center hired Lynn Larson who had served

as a student assistant for three years.

STRENGTHS

The major strengths of the Media Center may be found in three

areas: materials, services and staff.

The Center, thanks to an increased acquisition budget during

1976-77, contains a very fine basic collection of non-book materials

in all subjects at all levels of interest in a variety of formats.

In addition, the book collection that we provide collection devel-

opment and reference service to is an outstanding sampling of

juvenile literature.

The services offered by the Center include in-depth reference

service to all of the resources including materials and equipment.

The Center provides individual and class orientations and develops

subject bibliographies to its resources. In addition, the Media

Center staff provide human, materials and equipment resources for a

variety of workshops on campus.



The career staff is also one of the major strenghts of the Center.

All four have played an active part in the development of the new

Media Center. Their selfless involvement in the planning and their

participation in the move made the transition from the IMC to the

new Library very simple. They have all been involved with work

above and beyond what is expected of them including the following:

Rae Swedenbrug created a bibliography of Spanish language materials

and bilingual materials in the IMC that was used by the Proyecto

Leer conference last summer and completed an in-depth analysis of

the reference collection. Gabriela Sonntag represented our staff

at the Proyecto Leer conference and has done a large amount of

collection development in the area of Spanish language materials

and bilingual materials. Bette Holt has donated numerous extra

hours on OCLC and in the Catalog Department to help eleviate the

Media Center backlog of materials and has worked closely with members

of the Central Reference staff and Art Department in the acquisition

of new art slides. Our newest staff member, Lynn Larson, created

a bibliography of games that will be used by various classes this

summer and fall dealing with simulation/educational games.

As in the past, the staff has continued to be creative and

interested in the total operation of the Media Center, always

attempting to best utilize the staff and materials to best serve

the patron.

LIMITATIONS

It is very difficult to try to find limitations when you have

just started a new department in a new building with all new equip-

ment, additional staff, a larger acquisition budget while being

involved with one of the fastest growing areas in the library. As

of this writing the only limitations that are envisioned will be

to keep up the purchase of new formats of equipment and the funding



of additional staff members and student assistants to enable the

collection to be open more hours to fulfill the demand of the

University community.

FUTURE

Being a brand new department and a new concept for the University

of Arizona Library system, the staff is excited about the future

development of the Media Center.

This will be our first full year of operation as the Media Cen-

ter and one of our primary short-terra goals will be to share with

the University community the resources now available through the

Media Center that were not available in the library system before.

We will be developing a monthly news letter that will include recent

cquisitions, information about the Center and reviews of new mate-

rials.

During the upcoming year we will be attempting to solidify the

overall direction of the Center to best reflect the demands of the

curricula at the University of Arizona.

The Media Center Policies and Procedures Manual will be updated

to reflect changes resulting from the increased usage of the Center

in equipment and reference service.

The long term goals center around the development of an over-

all master plan for the Center for five and ten years from now.
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1976-1977

STAFF ACTIVITIES

Stephen Báhre, Head Media Librarian

President, Arizona State Library Association, College and
University Division. Participant, H.E.W. grant secured by Dr. Helen Gothberg,

Univeristy of Arizona on workshops on communications in libraries. Workshops
developed for Videotape format (3 one hour tapes) produced by KUAT-TV,
University of Arizona. Member, Orientation Advisory Committee, Serials
Comrnittee,.and Library Information Guide Committee (University of Arizona
Library); Faculty Status Committee and Affirmative Action Committee
(Library Faculty Assembly); Arizona 'State Library Association, and Library

Staff Association.Education, workshop: Managing for results in the Library

Environment, Graduate Library School, University of Arizona. Publications,

co-editor, "1977 Arizona Yearbook", Arizona Information Press., Maps in

"Sierra Club's Naturalists Guide to the Deserts of the Southwest".

Bette Holt, Library Assistant I

Participant in selection books for the 1979 Young Readers

Award. Member, Graphics Committee (University of Arizona Library). Library

Staff Association, Library Tour Guide Committee.

Lynn Larson, Library Clerk I (half-time)

Elected to Phi Beta Kappa. Publications Illustrations in
"Sierra Club's Naturalists Guide to the Deserts of the Southwest";

Co-compiler of "Bibliography d Games/simulations," Bibliography 1,

Media Center, University of Arizona.

Gabriela Sonntag, Library Clerk II

Participant, Proyecto Leer Insitute, August 1976,
University of Arizona; Conference of Latin American Studies Association,

Rocky Mountain States, April, 1977. Education, completed 6 units toward

M.L.S. degree. Publications, co-compiler of "Bibliography of Games/

simulations" Bibliography #1, Media Center, University of Arizona.

Member, Library Staff Association.

Rae Swederiberg, Library Assistant II (Assistant Head)

Member, Ad Hoc Merit Study Committee, University of

Arizona Library, Library Staff Association. Education, completed

3 units toward B.A. dgree. Publications, "Bibliography of'Spanish

Language Materials" Special Bibliography #3, Instructional Materials

Collection, Summer, 1976.
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1. SUMMARY

In stmimary, the primary objective in coming months must be to
determine some alternative to the occupancy of the present
limited quarters of the Music Collection. We must find and
obtain additional space to meet immediate needs. While doing
this we must also go forward with plans to secure adequate
quarters for the future which will provide space for books
and journals, as well as music; proper work space for the staff;
ample seating and listening facilities to accommodate a minimum
of 3,000 students; and, above all, room for future growth so
that the hapless and frustrating struggle for space of the past
decade will never have to be repeated.

Three single sections of shelving remain empty to accommodate
4,700 scores waiting processing in the Catalog Department.
Three feet of shelving space is all that remains to hold 700
new records now in process. The number of music majors in the
School of Music has doubled since 1970; we have 44 study seats
and 20 listening stations to accommodate over 3,000 students in
music classes, fine arts students from adjacent areas and other
users from the University community.

Additional funds must be secured to provide an adequate staff
to handle a growing music collection (860/o increase since moving
into the Music Annex) and related loan and processing procedures.

The significant number of gifts should be noted, 16,431 at an
estimated value of 31,410. Potential gifts, such as the Hill
song collection of 105,000 titles, should not be lost to another
university because of the inability to provide space for it.

On the positive side it should be pointed out that the year has
been a productive one. Service to borrowers, orientation of
students and new faculty, along with close cooperation with the
faculty in music purchasing are maintained at a high level.
Additional shelving and furniture released by the Main Library
during its move has eased operation. The collection has grown
in depth through the addition of scholarly monumenta, complete
works, anthologies of recorded music and new journals. Although
understaffed, loan and reference desks have operated smoothly --
a credit to a service-conscious staff.



2. MAJOR STRENGTHS

As in recent past years, activity centered upon giving optimum
service within the limitations of our space and divided music
collection. Exhibit space is not available, unfortunately, so
that special activities sponsored by the School of Music, such
as workshops, visiting composers and lecturers, could not be
supported in this way. Works of the visiting composers were
purchased, booklists were prepared and the Library worked with
the music faculty in making necessary materials available to
them for special workshops.

Since annual reports are requested before the Libraryt s fiscal
year is completed, it is not possible to note significant trends
in either library service (reference statistics) nor use (circu-
lation statistics). It is possible to say, however, that service
at the Loan Desk has been carried forward with smoothness and
efficiency by a staff which is conscious of the importance of a
high standard of service in assisting all users of the Library.

Significant reference works and monumenta have been added and
numerous new periodicals in the music field were selected. Added
were the monumenta SUMMA MIJSICAE MEDII AEVI and MUSICA DIVINA,
and the complete works of E. T. A. Hoffmann, Samuel Scheidt, and
Johann Hermann Schein. Significant recordings included a set
of one hundred records of the NEW WORLD ANTHOLOGY OF AMERICAN
MUSIC and the Library of Congresst FOLK MUSIC IN AMERICA. Four
new music journals were added: Early Music, Pro Musica, Guitar
Playing and Contemporary Keyboard.

An increase of 171°/o in the purchasing budget over the last
decade has aided in the formation of a significant collection of
music materials. Gifts added substantially to the collection;
16,431 were added at an estimated value of 3l,4lO.

Orientation was given to music students and new faculty.

The move of the Main Library to new quarters released book stacks,
catalog cases and office furniture which have been of great
assistance in operating this branch.



3. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The Music Collection has never been able to provide proper, com-
plete service because space restrictions have not permitted the
inclusion of books and journals in the collection.

Almost no space for expansion was provided at the time the music
-branch moved into the newly constructed annex in 1967/68. Now,
future operation is questionable unless new quarters can quickly
be provided.

Stock has increased 820/o since the Music Collection moved to its
present quarters. Money for purchasing has increased 1710/o. This
is reflected in our storage problems. We have three linear feet
of shelving remaining on which to place records; eleven linear feet
of records are now in the process of being cataloged. We have three
single-faced sections of shelving for music storage and 4,708 scores
awaiting processing. We have no wall space nor floor space for
additional stacks to be added.

Seats in our inadequate and unattractive study areas have had to
be removed in order to provide space for music storage. According
to American Library Association standards we lack 1,156 seats for
the number of.students we serve. Since 1970, the number of music
majors has increased 1000/o, from 248 to 500. In addition, we
serve approximately 2,500 other students in music classes, fine
arts students,who use the Music Collection because of its proximity,
and others from the entire University. We have 44 seats and 20
listening stations to accommodate these users1.

Only secondary to the need for space is the need for additional
staff. We serve the borrowers mentioned above and have an annual
circulation of 85,000 with a staff which is numerically inadequate.
We have one part-time student on Work-Study to shelve these materials.
We no longer can mañage the operation of this branch with only one
person on desk during peak periods. Service to the survey courses
alone, which consist of approximately 600 students, and where the
use of recording equipment is essential, is overwhelming. Addi-
tional staff must be a priority in the coming year.

The transfer to computerized cataloging and the lag in placing music
on line, together with related problems in the Catalog Department,
have left us with an unusually large backlog of uncataloged music,
over 4,700 scores.

The one redeeming factor in this picture is the excellent spirit of
the staff, which endeavorsto give superior service to borrowers,
in spite of crowded working conditions and a heavier workload than
is reasonable to place upon it.

3



4. FUTURE PlANS

In si.mnnary, the primary objective in coming months must be to
determine some alternative to the occupancy of the present limited
quarters of the Music Collection. We must find and obtain addi-
tional space to meet immediate needs. While doing this we must
also go forward with plans to secure adequate quarters for the
future which will provide space for books and journals, as well
as music; proper work space for the staff; ample seating and
listening facilities to accommodate a minimum of 3,000 students;
and, above all, room for future growth so that the hapless and
frustrating struggle for space of the past decade will never have
to be repeated.

Additional funds must somehow be secured to provide an adequate
staff to handle a growing music collection (860/o increase since
moving into the Music Annex) and related loan and processing
procedures.



MUSIC COLLECTION STATISTICAL REPORT
July 1, 1976 -- June 30, 1977

STOCK STATISTICS

Added Withdrawn Total Holdings

Scores 589 73 26,472

Sheet Music 2,244 16 19,756

Teaching Materials 94 690 15,164

Collection
Classroom Collection 40 1 1,144

Records 1,020 180 17,774

Tapes O 0 407

Microcard O O 506

Pamphlets 82 1 844

Total Holdings 4,069 961 82,067

REFERENCE SERVICE 6,853

CIRCULATION STATISTICS

Building Use

Records 31,728

Tapes (Included with records)
Other 13,085

Home Use

Records and Tapes 12,398
Other 19,253

Total Circulation 76,464
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i. SUMMARY

Reorganization and change, in almost all spheres of activity of the
Oriental Studies Collection, are the major themes of this report. Many of
these changes were considerably overdue, and as a result, we have had to
follow a crash program of reorganization.

n important change in the administration was the hiring of Riaz Ahmad as
the new Department Head. effective Jan. 16, 1977. An addition to our career
staff members was Margaret Hoell, who is working half-time on Middle East
materials.

It had been decided last year to change the classification system for
Chinese and Japanese materials from Harvard-Yenching to LC system. This
change took effect on July 1, 1976. At the same time, Gene Hsiao, Catalog
Librarian for these materials, was transferred from OSC to the Catalog
Department. Now all technical processing of monographs is being handled in
that Department, and alJ materials are being classified. in the Library of
Congress system.

The uncataloged backlog of Oriental Studies materials had 1een housed. in
the Oriental Studies Collection. The transfer of the Catalog Librarian for
these materials to the Catalog Department made it inevitable that these
materials also be moved to that Department. But there was no record of
these more than 7,000 volumes in our catalogs, and a long delay in its pro-
cessing was anticipated. Temporary cards for these materials are now being
prepared, and the volumes are being moved to the Catalog Department.

The acquisitions of Oriental Studies materials had until recently been
handled. differently than other materials. This system had two very serious
drawbacks. The Acquisitions Department, which handles all ordering and
receiving procedures, did not have full control over the OSC materials; and
there was no easily accessible record of materials on order or in the back-
log awaiting processing. The new system, adopted in March, 1977, is in
conformity with the general practices of the Acquisitions Department, and
it provides access to individual titles in different stages of acquisition
or processing.

Until April, 1977, all Oriental Studies materials were on manual circula-
tion system. The Collection is now being switched to the automated system.
The only materials now left on manual circulation are the Chinese and Jap--
anese books in Harvard-Yenching classification. We plan to have all these
on automated. circulation by December, 1977.

The Collection had been experiencing a serious lack of expansion space.
This is now being remedied with the addition of the central part of the
fifth floor of the Science Library to the Collection. The addition of new
catalogs, display cases for periodicals, and low shelving in the reference
area have all added to the overall attraction of the Collection.



2. MAJOR ThENGTHS

One of the major strengths achieved during this year has been in the
Middle East studies area, both in personnel and acquisitions. The est ab-
lishment of the Near East Center. at the University, the growing strength
of the University programs in Middle East studies, a large increase in the
number of students from the Middle East, University participation in the
PL-l8O program for acquisition of Arabic materials, had all made it very
important that the area receive its due attention in the Library. Both
new additions to our personnel, Riaz Abitad as the new Head, and Margaret
Hoell as a career staff member, bring their valuable academic background
in Middle Eastern studies to our Library. Now, all major geographical and
linguistic areas of Oriental Studies are represented by qualified staff in
our Collection.

The number of Arabic periodicals, especially on agriculture, oil and gas,
and industrial, educational, and cultural developments in the Arab world,
is growing very rapidly, and we are trying to keep up with this increase.
We are receiving, on a regular basis, more than 160 Arabic periodicals and
50 Arabic newspapers. The other languages of the Middle East are represen-
ted by some 30 periodicals and newspapers.

Chinese language area has also seen outstanding growth during the year.
The most important single acquisition is Pal Pu Ts 'ung Shu Chi Cheng, a
collection of 5,863 titles in 11,238 volumes. Another great addition was
500 volumes brought from the mainland of China by the University of Arizona
delegation which was led by President Schaefer and included three Chinese
studies faculty members. In addition, Dr. Stephen West was given 3,000 to
buy Japanese books on China during his visit to Japan. A collection of 372
titles in 1,160 volumes, promised last year, was received as a gift from
the National Central Library and Palace Museum, Taiwan, in July, 1976.

The reorganization of our various activities was another notable achieve-
ment during the past year. The acquisitions system has already been
changed and is now in complete harmony with the system followed by the Ac-
quisitions Department. The circulation system is in the process of being
automated, and this will bring us rewards in terms of uniformity and
efficiency.



3. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

An important area where we have lagged far behind many universities is the
acquisition of Persian and. Turkish materials. Although we have a large
number of faculty members working in Iranian studies, and a growing number
of Iranian students at the campus, our acquisitions in Persian language
have been meagre, and our subscriptions to Persian newspapers have been
limited to one newspaper received through the Pakistan PL-18O program.
The Oriental Studies Department is starting a program for the teaching of
Turkish language and literature, and has already hired a faculty member
for this purpose. But the collection of Turkish materials in the Oriental
Studies Collection is almost non-existent. The causes have been manifold
for this neglect. An effort is being made to remedy the situation by
acquiring more materials in these languages. But the collections cannot be
built overnight, and a constant effort will be needed for a long time
before our holdings in those areas can be built to a respectable level.

Another major weakness is the huge uncataloged backlog in Oriental
languages, totalling more than 10,000 volumes at present, and threatening
to grow soon to more than 20,000 if something is not done immediately to
alleviate the shortage of manpower working on these materials in the
Catalog Department.

There is a serious shortage of manpower in the Oriental Studies Collection
at the career staff level. The Collection has grown rapidly during the
last few years. There are four major areas of study represented in the
Collection: Chinese, Japanese, Arabic and Persian, and. South Asian lan-
guages. Three professional librarians work as specialists in different
areas. But there are only two half-time career staff members working
in the Collection. This shortage creates serious bottle-necks in our
work routines, and important major projects are being delayed because of
lack of time. The only solution we can suggest is to make these two
career staff positions full-time.

Another area of. weakness has been the shortage of funds for student hiring.
The prospects seem to be brighter this year, and our situation would be
somewhat easier if the budget request for this year is granted.

A long-range limitation is the housing of the Collection in the Science
Library building. All the related materials in English and other Western
languages are in the Main Library. This separation hampers the research
work of faculty and students, and even makes the work of the Oriental
Studies librarians more difficult. Eventual solution would be to move
the Collection to the Main Library, whenever new space is added to the
new building.



14. FUTURE PLANS

Our ultimate commitment to developing and maintaining an excellent
collection in the areas of Oriental Studies important to the academic pro-
grams of the University is dependent for its fulfillment on various immedi-
ate policies andprocedures. Effective añministration must make the most
efficient use of available resources and take advantage of all the advances
and developments taking place in the library world. It is to this end that

our efforts will be directed during the whole of next year. We intend to
achieve this goal through harmonization of our system with that of the
Main Library in all possible aspects.

We have already started circulating a large part of our Collection on the

automated loan system. But the Chinese and Japanese books in Harvard-
Yenching classification are still on manual circulation system. To put

them on the automated circulation we need to check Rll the shelf-list

records against the actual holdings and physical volumes, get the cards
punched for all the volumes, and file all these cards in the books. Work

has already been started on checking the records, but it will be the begin-
ning of 1978 before we get finished with the whole process.

The uncataloged backlog materials in Arabic and Persian have already been
transferred to the Catalog Department. For the backlog in Chinese and
Japanese we are preparing temporary records for our catalogs. Staff time

available for this project is very limited and there are still more than
6,000 volumes to be processed. We plan to get this completed by Jurie, 1978.

The addition of the central part of the fifth floor to the Collection has
provided the badly needed expansion space. Consequently, all the books in

the Collection will need to be moved. The newly acquired territory will

be used to house the Chinese Collection, its place being taken by the
Japanese Collection. Space vacated by the Japanese Collection will be
utilized to expand the Middle East Collection.

It should be pointed out here that all the above-mentioned projects are in
addition to the regular work routines of the OSC staff, and everybody in
the Collection has been putting in extra work effort to get these projects
on the way, and this extra effort will be required for all of next year.
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I. StWARY

In many respects, the Science T.i hrary accaiiplished nore these past twelve

nonths than it had in any previous year. The staff spent hours reviewing

and revising plans for a new Reference Roan and working out a new arrange-

ment of the circulating collection. We also designed a current periodicals

rocin which will soon be a reality. In addition, many of us worked at the

Nain Library as well as at Science at night and on weekends helping to pre-

pare thea for the public.

Science started this fiscal year with only t experienced librarians. At

that point, none of the other three professionals had nere than six mDnths

experience. Now, despite the fact that they had to make their way amidst

the confusion and denands of a library in transition, all three are con-

tributing to our growth. This was fortunate, for in addition to all the

other dands on our time, our load of reference work rained high. Through

the first eleven nxnths of this year, we answered 16,137 reference questions,

the second largest total in our history. Even nore impressive was the quan-

tity of materials we received and the fashion in which a relatively inexper-

ienced crew processed thEn. By the end of Nay, Mr. Khan and his team had

already handled rrore itns than Science had ever received in a full year.

These included 6,647 new titles, 12,810 bound vo1uts, and 135 new journal

subscriptions.

We lost material this year too, for host of our docuents were sent to the

Main Library. ccept for a nunber of titles to be cataloged, we were allow-

ed to keep the docunents nanating fran only a few agencies.

Book selection and collection developnent played a significant part in our

activities even though there were so many other dnands on our time. Rou-

tine selection became easier as the year progressed since nore titles and

series were received autauiatically. Lastly, of the Science staff were

trained last March in the D]2LOG information retrieval system and Ms. Seide

bas already conducted a few searches. We hope that, as the word gets around

and if noney becanes available, nore students and faculty will be able to

nake use of this potential1y valuable aid.



II. 1)OR RENGTHS & ca14PLISINrS

¶I± Science Li hraiy as a whole has much to be pleased with. Pnd its var-
iota mathers have also, as individuals, acoarplished a good deal this year.
Ckir nost ncticeable accx1Tplistnent, the one that has xrcst greatly inproved
the Science Library, was the expansion and rerganization of the Reference
Ñ)1. The new arrangnt allCMs us to shelve our materials in a straight-
foiward, easily canprehended fashion. The reference staff could adjust to
any arrangenent, it is our patrons who will benfit nost fran the new plan.
In addition, since we im, have nore space, we have brought into the refer-

e collection a nunber of titles such as Beilstein & Qnelin, that we had
been forced to shelve in the stacks. The new Reference Roan is also an
aesthetic success. It is nore cen and pleasant now that the ranges c?c)
nct cut one off fran the outside.

The circulating collection now is spread out over the entire building and
ocoupies approximately four-and-one-half of the five floors. The crowded

conditions we had to contend with are a thing of the past and shelving new
materials is nc longer a problen. A small anount of adjusting still needs
to be bne, but by and large Science should be able for several years to
amodate its expected growth.

Thanks to an increased bndget, our collection has grown appreciably. Sci-
ence, as of 1 June, has alirost 100,000 titles and approximately 235,000
bomd volurs (books and journals), 445,000 pieces of microform, and sane
20,000 technical reports fran government agencies. The Library began 135
new subscriptions to Science periodicals, so we now subscribe to nore than
2800 journals.

Mh of the important literature in the sciences appears in the proceedings
of conferences and symposia. Mr. Espenshade and others on the staff have
already begun to search the indexes to these conferences for titles the Li-
brary ought to acquire. it is a lengthy and tedious undertaking but the
result - having the maten on hand which patrons need - is worth it.
This project is just beginning, but it will continue and gather nvinentun
as we shed the prob)Éns of expansion.



In. JOR L ITÎiTICS AND WEFSSFS

At the beginning of the year, we felt a need for uore wages staff. It was

ryt seriously urgent then, but this need became greater as our s«rk load

increased. What had been merely "highly desirable" became a necessity.

Haçily, a 1.1brary Clerk I will soon be added to our staff and perhaps we

shall be given additional stndent assistant time also. The reference staff

will then be able to use its time nore efficiently and undertake tasks it

had postponed. Yet our patrons will still suffer because we still can not

staff the new Current Periodicals IxIn or assign saneone to cover the Four-

th and Fifth Floors.

Fran Science' s point of view there are no other major problns at this time,

none at any rate which are not in the process of being solved or at least

appreciably reduced. The need for nore binding is a case in point. This

has been a serious matter for years. However, Mrs. Wright and her crew are

IXM tackling the unbound periodicals in a systatic fashion. The bcial

funds allocated for this purpose will be exhausted by the end of the Sumner,

yet it is heartening to know that they are off to a good start. There still

rnains the probl of binding loose sets and serials and getting our many

battered books re-bound, but this will have to wait until the periodicals

are under control.

Our expansion and the attendant re-arrangnent of the reference roan bave re-

noved many difficulties, but other matters rnain to be taken care of. The

shelving was done hastily and sane rearranging needs to be done; signs are

needed for the whole building; visible files for the Fourth Floor are requir-

ed; etc.

We were disappointed that a locked cage could not be built this year. We

have a nunber of materials, sane of which are already housed in my Office

and in the Loan Desk' s supply cupboard, which oixht not to be on the open

shelves. Theft and mutilation affect evely sort of thing, of course, not

just the rare, important and expensive itens. So it is desirable to have

a place in this building where both Oriental Studies and Science can provide

for their nore "inviting" titles. This is not a major weakness but it is a

matter of concern.



IV. FL71E IS

) that our materials have been re-distributed thronghout the building, the

reference roan has been rearranged and the Current Periodicals Roan is alaost

ready for the public, Scierxe can turn its attentions to the xnixxr problens

,thich renain. Signs for the whole building need to be planned. These signs

range friLL call-nixnber signs for the ranges to signs which will provide gen-

eral iifarination on the location of materials. In addition, we will soon de-

cid, on new roans for our staff. Sanetime after 1 July, the office rw shar-

ed by the Library Assistant II and Science Interlibrary Loan will be torn

&i. This, coupled with the fact that our Docunents operation is consider-

ably reduced, leads us to consider how we can best distribute ourselves in

the offices which renain. iditional office space sens desirable; we shall

have to determine how nuxh Irore we will need in the near future and where

offices could be placed.

Last year the reference staff agreed it wuld be beneficial if we each pre-

sented talks on various reference tools, in effect, an advanced refresher

urse. The press of expansion and other problns delayed the initiation of

this program. Iwever, it is likely that we can undertake this in the Fall.

Since we still hope to have a locked cage area here at Science, we will try

find ways of identifying in a systnatic fashion those materials which

oht to be housed there. Since we hope also to staff the Current Periodi-

cals Area at sane future tizne, we will make plans for that also.

The Reference staff bas always felt the need to have listed in the Science

Catalog those science materials which are housed elsewhere. It sxuld be nost

useful both for us and our patrons. Sane time this year, when irore pressing

prctlens have been disposed of, we uld like to investigate the possibility

of get±ing these cards into our Catalog, nost likely by doing it ourselves.



BEFEPENE QflRSTIOUS

5
DIEC1OEL?\L QULSTIONS

APPEIDLX I

Books & Bound Periodicals Titles Volun?s

As of 1 July 1976 91,500 222,000

As of 1 July 1977 300 236,0

Other Materials Microforms2 Eocuints3 Misc.4 Total

As of 1 July 1976 410,100 163,700 1,400 565,200
As of 1 July 1977 445,100 20,700 1,500 467,300

1975/76 1976/77

19,581

NA 8,878

iBLfl3PARY LOS
Pçuests rec'd from other Libraries 1,006 NA
Materials reuested by Science 599 6 'f 5

1,605 695

?COP1S USE Film Cards Fiche Total
ABC NASA Others

1975/76 2,713 1,042 1,429 873 631 6,688
1976/77 078 232 809 462 265 3,846

Totals for books and other niaterials have been. rounded off to axid giv-
ing a false iiiìression of exactness.
Microcards 91,000
r4ierofiche Techi.rxical Pep' te 341,500
Other Microfiche 10,6C)
Microfilm 2,035

Excludes qoverninant technical literature on fiche; includes only uncat-
aloged technical literature (i-. e., goverxrrant cocarents) in Science,
since the bulk of governnnt cbcuTents re transferred to Main.
Agricultural Pamphlet File 324
Pamphlet Collection 530
Scientific raìerican Offprints 700

Directional questions were not counted Pirly in the. year; this figure
represents a total of the Infonration Desk count for the early pert of
the year plus our Directional ti lijes-

APM7I II0LDINr,s1 7O3S00
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1. SUMMARY

The move to the new library building was certainly the major
event of the year. All Special collections materials are now to-
gether in one area including all the stored manuscript backlog.
In the new ground floor quarters it is attracting more users than
before. We recorded an all-time high circulation in the month of
April.

Although March and April were unusually busy months patron and
use statistics show a sharp drop over a year ago. Some of this can
be accounted for by the fact that Special Collections was closed for
nearly five weeks during the move. Net additions to the collections,
were nearly as great as 1975/76.

Weeding out materials that do not fit the collecting policy was
finally completed about a month ago; 231f volumes were withdrawn.
During the past four years 2,313 volumes have been removed from
Special Collections and returned to the general collection or traded
as duplicates.

A great deal of work went into the preparing the manuscript back-
log for storage in the new quarters and in expanding the pamphlet and
picture files after the move. Miss Ball did an excellent job of this
tedious and time comsutning work. She has continued the organization
of the Stewart Udall papers, and these are nearly ready for use. Mr.
Colby is now working on the last group of papers in the Hubbell mater-
ials.

The collection of 1200 photographs from the Miami Copper Company
mentioned in last year's report were converted from glass to soft
negatives and prints were made. These have now been labeled, organized
and. filed. The collection of World War I posters which were becoming
fragile were sent to the bindery and mounted in protective plastic
covers. Some day we hope to be able to mount an exhibit of this splen-
did collection.



2. MAJOR STRENGTHS

A generous budget and the cooperation of the Acquisitions
Department allowed us to make some major purchases. A list of
notable purchases is appended to this report but mention should
be made of the fine collection of English and American editions
of the writings of Joseph Conrad that were bought as a block,
ten additions to the Dryden collection and the manuscript of the
secret instructions of the Mexican viceroy Revilla Gigedo and
five rare congressional bills relating to Arizona statehood.
Another major purchase brought us 1,000 Mexican broadsides, dupli-
cates from the Lilly library. They are notably strong in the
period in which we already have major strength.

A gift of over 100 volumes, many rare and valuable, on mysticism
and the occult came from Lena Friedman of Florence, Arizona, in
memory of her late brother. Florence Linderman of Santa Barbara,
an alumna, added more than 800 cards to our postal card collection.
From Morris Udall came nineteen boxes of materials relating to his
presidential nomination campaign.

The interesting exhibit "Missionaries in New Spain" prepared by
Mr. McLachlan shows that we have no reason to be ashamed and some
reason to be proud of our growing collections in this field so
closely related to our early Southwest history and to our major
collection of Arizoniana. Collections in philosophy, English and
American literature show repsectable strength and we continue to
add as materials become available. Several excellent purchases
have also added to the history of science collections. In short
ve feel that in our defined areas of collecting Special Collections
is well on the road to national recognition.

The staff is another area of strength. Mr McLachlan has been
involved with training library school interns and this year he
taught a course in analytical bibliography and presented several
lectures on aspects of rare book and printing. Miss Ball's thorough
knowledge of the Arizona collection with which she has worked many
years is regularly called upon for information and advice.



3. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Our chief limitation continues to be the lack of staff
particularly in the area of cataloging and manuscript proces-
sing. With Miss Araujo's retirement ve lose a fine rare book
cataloger who gave us for a year far more than the half time
for which she was employed. While Mr. McLachlan does some
cataloging he is not, as he points out, a cataloger nor should
so much of his time be taken up with this kind of work. Without
Miss Araujo the quantity and quality of our cataloging vili greatly
diminish and our backlog, already of rather frightening proportions,
will continue to grow. The temporary author cards for this mater-
ials which we file in our catalog gives us a small measure of con-
trol but it is in no way a substitute for complete cataloging.

As has been mentioned before we also badly need
fessional person to help with manuscript processing.
of unprocessed manuscripts is large, and too much of
time is consumed in preliminary sorting and in other
could be performed by a less highly skilled person.

a sub-pro-
Our backlog
Miss Ball's
tasks that



14 FUTURE PlANS

At some time when staff is available we still hope to re-
classify the remaining Dewey books to LC. While this is not a
matter of great urgency particularly in a closed stack, it would
be convenient to have all the non-Arizona books in one class ifi-
cation.

Another desireable project would be a printed guide to our
manuscript materials. We now have very respectable manuscript
holdings. A printed guide would help to rìike Special Collections
more "visible" and be good public relations.

The need for some additional staff has already been mentioned
under the "limitations." We would greatly benefit also by having
the position of field historian replaced at least half time. With-

out doubt there is a good deal of valuable material which only can
be located by someone with the time to travel about the state to
seek it out.



COLLECTION GROWTH STATISTICS

ARIZONA COLLECTION

Monographs 5T
Serials 183
Theses & dissertations 503
Pamphlets 129

TOTAL PIECES ADDED 1272

LC CLASSED COLLECTION

Monographs 2T16
Scienáe fiction 6]i

TOTAL PIECES ADDED 3387

TötaJ. pieces added
'f659

Withdrawal s 231f

NET ADDITIONS I25

PATRON/USE STATISTICS

Patrons 5752
Pieces of material

used (ii months) 7280
Pictures processed 205
Linear ft. manuscript

added 2



OU'FSTANDING ACQUISITIONS

Acosta, P. Jose de, 1539(ca)1600.
Historia Natural y Moral de las Indias. Madrid, A9nar, 1792.

Aleman, Mateo, 1547-1614?
.The Rogue. London, E. Blount, 1622.

Alembert, Jean Le Rond d' , 1717-1783.
Essai d'une Nouvelle Theorie de la Resistance des Fluides.
Paris, David L'aine, 1752.

Aiernbert, Jean Le Rond d' , 1717-1783.
Reflexions' sur 'la Cause Generale des Vents. Paris, David L'aine,

1.752

Aiphonso X, king of Castille.
Alfontii Regis Casteilae Iilustrissimi Coelestium Motuun Tabulae
Venice, Ratdolt, 1483..

Ambrosius, Saint, bp, of Milan.
Hexasneron Seu de Principiis Rerum. Marland, A. Zarotus, 1477.

Arizona Territory. Supreme Court.
Colin Cameron vs. the United States. Appeal from Supreme Court

of Arizona. 1892.

Bacon, Roger, 1214-1284.
Opus majus. London Bowyer, 1733.

Balthazar, Juan Antonio, 1697-1763.
Carta dei P. Provincial Juan Antonio Balthazar .. Mexico,. 1752.

/ Benavides, Alonso de
Memorial que Fray Juan de Santander .. Madrid, Imprenta Real,
1630. U of A Library Dedication volume purchased by U of A

Foundation for 6,500 from John Howell Books.

Bonatti, Guido
Decem Tractatus Astronomiae. Augsburg, Ratdolt, 1491.

'Cardano, Girolamo, 1501-1576.
De Subtilitate Libre XXI. Paris, Fezandot & Granion, 1550.

V

Chaves, Jeronimo de, 1523-1574.
Chronogranhia; o, Reportorio de los Tiempos el. mas Copioso y
Preciso que Hasta Agora ha Salido a Luz'. Seville, J. Gutierrez,

1561. .

/ Conrad, Joseph
All ist English and American editions; ist magazine appearances,
contributions, biographical and critical works. Approximately

250 volumes. Also ephemera, manuscripts and photographs.

Dryden, John, 1631-1700.
Amphitryon. London, Tonson, 1694. . V .

Dryden, John, 1631-1700.
The Assignation: or Love, in a Nunnery. London, Herringman, 1673.

Dryden, 'John, 1631-1700. V

Aureng-Zebe. London, Herringman, 1676.
Dryden, John, 1631-1700. . . V

Britannia Rediviva: a Poem on the Birth of the Prince. London,

Tonson* 1688.
Dryden, John, 1631-1700.
The Duke of Guise. London, R. I3entlry, 1687. .

Dryden, John, 131-1700.
Eleonora: a Panegrical Poem. London, Tonson, 692.

'-V



Dryden, John, 1631-1700.
Oedipus. London, R. Bentley, .1692.

Dryden, John, 1631-1700.
The Rival Ladies. London, Herringman, 1675.

Dryden, John, 1631-1700.
The Spanish Frya. London, Tonson, 1690.

Dryden, John, 1631-1700.
The Vindication. London, Tonson, 1683.

Paria, Francisco Zavier de
Vida, y 1-leroycas Virtudes dei Venable Padre Pedro de Velasco,..
Mexicò, Ribera, 1753.

/Fielding, Henry, 1701-1754.
The History of Torn Jones. London, A. Millar, 1749. ist ed.

Fielding, Henry, 1707-1754.
The History off Torn Jones. London, A. Miliar, 1749. 2d ed.

Fielding, Henry, 1707-1754.
The History of Tom Jones. London, A. Miliar, 1749. 3d ed..

Fielding, Henry, 17071754.
The Miser, London, J. Watts, 1733.

Fielding, Henry, 1707-1754.
Miss Lucy in Town. London, A. Millar, 1742.

Fielding, Henry,. 1707-1754.
Pasquin: a Dramatick Satire on the Times .,. London, Watts, 1736.

Galileo, Galilei
Opere, 1744.

Galileo,Galilei
Il Saggiatore .. Rome, Giacomo Mascardi, 1623. ist ed, ist issue.

Gay, John, 1685-1732.
The ¡3egger's Opera. London, 1728. ist ed.

Gessner, Conrad
De Omni Rerum Fossilium Genere ... Tiguri, I. Gesner, 1565-66.

Hardy, Thomas
All major and many minor works in first editions.

Hernandez, Grancisco.
Opera, Cum Edit, Turn medita, ad AutographiFidem et Integritatem
Expressa, Cirnpensa et Jussu Regio. Matriti, I. Heredum., 1790.

Hortus Sanitatus. Mainz, Jacob Meydenbach, 1491.
Ibar, Francisco
Muerte Politica de la Republica Mexicana ... 1828-1829.
Mexico, Uribe y Alcaide, 1829.

James, Henry
Ali major and many minor works in ist American and British

editions.
Juan y Santacilia, Jorge.

Observacion.s Astronomicas y Phisicas. Madric, 1773.
Kipling, Rudyard, 1865-1936.

Kirn. Lousanne, François Louis Schmied, 1930.
Leonicus Thomaeus, Nicolaus
De Varia Historia Libri Tres Nuper in Lucem Editi .. Basil,

Proben, 1531.
Lesage, Alain Rene, 1658-1747.
Adventuras de Gil Bias de Santlilana. Madrid, M. Gonzales, 1787-88.

Luna, Miguel de, fi. 1600.
Historia Verdadera de Rey don Rodrigo. Madird, M. Sanchez, 1654.

McKee, J.H.
Report of Dr. J.H. McKee on the mines of the Tombstone syndicate
of Pima County, Arizona.



Mairan, Jean-Jacques Dortous de, 1678-1771.
Dissertation sur la Glace. Paris, 1749.

Milton, John, 1608-1674.
Cornus, a Mask: now adapted to the state as alter'd from
Milton's Mask. London, J. Hughs, 1738. ..

New Mexico. Supreme Court.
Reuben P. Segrist, Sim Hoistine, William 13. Stapp and Benjamin
Stoops, Plaintiffs in Error, vs. William B. Crabtree, Defendant
in Error, Las Vegas, N.M., J.A. Carruth, 1888.

Paes Viegas, Antonio, d. 1650,
Principios dei Reyno de Portugal. Lisboa, P. Caezbeeck, 1641.

Pino, Pedro Baptista
Exposicion Sucinta y Sencilla de la Provincia dei Nuevo Mexico
Cadiz, 1812.

Pitman, Roberk Birks
Succinct View and Analysis. London, P.F.J.M. Richardson, 1825.

Pius VI, Pope
Breve Apostolico de Pio Sexto, y Estatutos Generales Para la
Breccion y Govierno de las Custodias de Missionerós Francisco ...
Madrid, Ibarra, 1781.

Pope, Alexander
An Essay on Man (5 parts in 1 vol.) London, J. Wilford, 1733.

Revi1la Gigedo, Juan Vicente GUemez Pacheco de Radilla Horcasitas
y Aguayo, conde de, 1740-1799.
Instruccion reservada dei rño de N. E. (lue el exmo. sor, conde
Reviilagaigedo dio a su subcesor conde el exmo. sor, marques de
Branciforts, Mexico, l794. Manuscript secret instructions
concerning the most important events that occured during his term
of office, what he had done and what reminaed to be done.

Roxas, Alonso de, 1588-1653.
Al Rey Nuestro Sefior por la Provincia de la Compaxíia de Jesus d
de la Nueva España ... 1650.

Sarinana y Cuenca, Isidro, 1630?-1696.
Oracion Funebre, Q'.'e Dixo el Doctor .. Mexico, Calderon, 1681.

Scott, Sir Walter, bart., 1771-1832.
Rokeby, a Poem. dinburgh, Ballantyne,1813. ist edition.

Spain. Laws, statutes, etc., 1759-1788 (Charles III)
Reglamento e Instruccion paralos Presidios que se Had de Formar
en la Linea de Frontera de la Nuevo España, Mexico, 1834.

Stevenson, Robert Louis
All major and many minor works in first American and British
editions. -

Suarez de Digueroa, Cristobal, fi. 1613,'
Varios Notices. Madrid, Tomas lunti, 1621.

Thomas Aquinus, Saint, 12267-1274.
In Libris de Generatione et Corruptione Aristotelis Ciarissima
Exposito, Venice, 1539.

"U.S. Army. Dept. of Arizona.
Generai Orders, 1873. Bourke's copy, signed.

U.S. 51st Congress, ist sess., 1889-1890, Flouse.
A Bill to Enable the People of Arizona, Idaho, New Mexico, and
Wyoming to form Constitutions and State Governments and to be
Admitted into the Union. Washington, Gov't Print. Off., 1890.
H.R.3830)

U.S. 51st Congress, ist sess., 1889-1890. Senate.
A Bili to Enable the People of Arizona to Form a Constitution
and State Government and to be Admitted into the Union.
Washington, Gov't. rint. Off., 1890 (S. 3690)



U.S. 52d Contress, ist sess., 1891-1892.
An Act to Provide for the Admission of the State of Arizona

into the Union ... Washington, Gov't. Print. Off., 1892. (H.R. 7204)

U.S. 52d Congress. ist sess., 1891-1892. House

A Bill to Provide for the Admission of the State of Arizona into

the Union. Washington, Gov't. Print. Off., 1892. (H.R.7204)

U.S. 52d Congress, ist sess., 1891-1892. House.
A Bill to Provide for the Admission of the State of Arizona

into the Union ... Washington, Gov't. Print. Off., 1892. (1LR. 3855)

.-' The above five reading bills are ali very rare. They were purchased

with money from the estate of Dorothy McNamee of the Overland

Bookshop, Tucson.
U.S. President, 1857-1861 (Buchanan)
Message from the President of the United States Communicating

Officiai Information and Correspondence in Relation to the

r

Execution of Colonel Crabb and His Associates. Washington, 1858.

Vespucci, Amerigo, 14511512.
Vita e lettere de Amerigo Vespucci. Firenze, 1745.

Woodward, John, 1665-1728.
Attenp Towards a Natural History of Fossils. London, F. Fayram,

1729-28.
Yeats, William Butler, 1865-1939.
The Collected Works in Verse and Prose. Stratford-on-Avon,

Shakespeare Head Press, 1908.. 8 vois.

Zuniga, Ignacio
Rapida Ojeada al Estado de Sonora, Dirigida al Supremo Govierno

de la Nacion. Mexico, 1835.



COLLECTION GROWTH STATISTICS

ARIZONA COLLECTION

Monographs 1457

Serials 183
Theses & dissertations 503
Pamphlets 129

's

TOTAL PIECES ADDED 1272

4
LC CLASSED COLLECTION

Monographs 2847
Science fiction 659

TOTAL PIECES ADDED 3506

Total pieces added 14778
Withdrawal s 2614

NET ADDITIONS

PATRON/USE STATISTICS

Patrons 6303
Pieces of material used 7883
Pictures processed 205
Linear ft. manuscript

added 2

«
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I. SUI4IARY

The fiscal year just ended was, much like the year before it, governed
by growth, particularly for Technical Services departments. Once more,
the Library has been provided for more generously than in the prior
years by the Legislature and the University Administration, which
provided more funds than ever before; by private donors, who have
doubled their efforts. The members of the University Community have
used the Library more and borrowed more books than we would have
thought possible.

The effects of this growth, too, have been evident. The lines at Loan
desks have been longer, machinery has malfunctioned frequently, and
backlogs of unprocessed materials have grown; but on the brighter
side, the collection has been improving and growing at a new and
higher rate. The staff has found it virtually impossible to deal with
this growth since it has remained virtually the same in size.

To some extent the processing pressures have been met by innovation,
more fully described in the annural reports of the Acquisitions,
Catalog and Serials Departments. There are limits, however, beyond
which innovation, which often equates with shortcut, can be applied
without substantially weakening bibliographic control.

The move to the new building has given Technical Services facilities
far more suitable than those left behind. There is a certain longing
for higher ceilings and windows, but none for cramped quarters.

The year ended with the loss of 1r. Cecil Weliborn, Head Loan Librarian,
in a transfer to the Library Science Collection and with the beginning
of a search for a new head of that department.



II. MAJOR STRENGTHS

The Technical Services staff has given the Library much this year. The
Catalog Department, with expanded hours, has given up Saturdays and

evenings. Members of the professional catalog staff continue to work
long hours in attempting to control the backlog of unprocessed materials.
The Acquisitions staff, in filing orders with the public catalog (a
great service), has put in more hours than will show on time cards, as
has Serials in development of the Automated Serials List and in
setting up the Current Periodicals, Newspapers, and Microforms area.
The Loan Department, working with severe and frequent machine mal-
functions, has weathered storms of public protest, perhaps warranted
but misdirected.

Once again, the star of the show has been the book budget. The fact

that a great library cannot be built without substantial expenditure
has been understood and acted upon by the University Administration.

On the Cataloging- processing end, OCLC has gone from an experiment
for us to an absolute necessity. Without it, much additional staff

would be necessary.



III. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Staffing is still somewhat short when compared with other libraries
the size of our own. This is particularly true in terms of part-time
staff to perform vital support functions, such as shelving books and
bibliographic searching.

At times this year, we have lost our sense of humor under the pressure
of work to be done. A great deal of energy has been spent in argument
relating to scheduling, annual reviews, job grades, and the like. It

is difficult to say what the redirection of this energy might have
meant.

We have needed more machinery. In the case of cataloging, printers
for the OCLC terminals would have speeded things along. New machinery

and software as well are needed in the case of the Loan Department.
The Loan system has been very destructive of good will toward the
Library, with records wrong more and more often, particularly during
the heavy-use periods.



IV. FUTURE PLANS

We will develop a request for a new circulation system during the
early part of 1977/78, in the hope of receiving funding for this
project in 1978/79.

New staff, reorganized staffing, and some additional machinery in the
Catalog and Serials Departments should help substantially with back-
logs of uncataloged materials. Our hope is for a productive year in
which we will acquire more needed material than ever before, but
process even more than we acquire. We must develop procedures which
more or less balance incoming with outgoing materials, while main-
taining a reasonable level of quality control. Until we have achieved
this, other future plans are meaningless.
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Summary

FIscal year 1976-1977 has been a productive and rewarding year
for the Acquisitions Department. The book budget for the year
was nearly two millon dollars and as a result we were able to
process about 60,000 volumes - almost 8,000 more than last year.

The move to the new Library was an easy one for Acquisitions.
I expect this was because we are always moving books from one
area to another. The department was functioning at full stren-
gth within a day of our move on December 13. Our new quarters
suit us well and everyone is delighted with the space and
shelving available to us.

The future plans of last year were all accomplished. We es-
tablished standing order plans for Latin American and British
Imprints. We implemented a new budget fund allocation scheme
which more accurately reflects our expenditures by subject
area. We managed to clear the basement storage area well be-
fore the move in December. Finally, we integrated the acquisi-
tion of Chinese and Japanese vernacular materials into the
regular Acquisitions procedures.

One future plan of last year needs special mention. We intend-
ed to explore the feasibility of filing "in-process" records
In the Card Catalog . We not only explored the feasibility
but implemented the change in this fiscal year. During twenty
working days between May 6 and June 2, members of the Acquisi-
tions Department weeded and refiled some 100,000 records. The
project was directed with great skill and energy by Patrick
Murphy.

The second annual book sale was a great success. We sold just
over $3,000 worth of unneeded material. A portion of the money
was used to purchase a dollar bill changer for the Library.



Strengths

This fiscal year the Acquisitions Department bought three
collections to support basic faculty research interests. A
Brazilian collection numbering 2,625 volumes - mostly litera-
ture and history; a Venezuelan collection numbering 1,252
volumes on the Rio de la Plata; and the library of Floyd V.
Filson, a new testament scholar, numbering 700 volumes.

A major collection of Joseph Conrad first editions was pur-
chased in the Spring at the urging of members of the English
Department. This 300 volume collection makes a substantial
contribution to the already strong literature holdings of the
Special Collections Department.

The University of Arizona Foundation generously made avail-
able funds to purchase the dedication volume, Alonzo de Bena-
vides', Memorial que Fray Juan de Santander... published in
1630; a rare Arizona map, Carta Geographica de la Costa
published in 1781; and a set of Henry R. Schoolcraft's Histori-
cal and Statistical Information Respecting the History, Condi-
tion, and Prpects of the Indian Tribes of the United States
published in 1851. In addition, Foundation members gave 2,857
gift volumes to the Library.



Limitations

Lack of support staff is again the most serious limitation
within the Acquisitions Department. Despite the addition
of a new staff member in June, we continue to have problems
processing and maintaining records for the increasing num-
ber of volumes arriving in Acquisitions.

The book budget has had a profound effect on the Accounting
Section and the number of invoices they must process. One
need only consider that the staff has remained constant dur-
Ing a period when the book budget has nearly doubled, to rea-
lize the burden that is placed on the section.

Gifts and Exchanges continues to be understaffed as well.
Gifts to the Library are accelerating at a rapid rate. This
year gifts totaled 16,118 - approximately double that of any
previous year. This volume leaves virtually no time to moni-
tor exchanges and solicit free materials.



Future Plans

We hope to acquire 70,000 volumes in the next fiscal year.
With our new streamlined procedures, we may well accomplish
this goal if the book budget is as generous as in recent years.

We will investÎgate a limited standing order plan for French
imprints.

We will facilitate book check-in procedures by converting our
remaining on-order file to a vendor file.

We intend to direct more energy in the coming year to anti-
quarian purchases.

We are planning the third annual book sale, perhaps in Septem-
ber of this year.



Grand Total 52,728
Grand Total 75,158

ACQUISITIONS DEPARTMENT

YEARLY STATISTICS

7 5/76 76/77

Mic ro f orma : Microforms:

Microfiche 805 Microfiche 1,080
Microfilm 790 Microfilm 647

Subtotal 1,590 Subtotal 1,727

Media: Media:

Filmstrips 167 Filmstrips 43
Phono Discs 583 Phono Discs 4.38
Tapes 418 Tapes 217
Games 5 Games & Kits . 210
Slides 407 Slides & Cassettes 248
Kits 66
Posters 17 Subtotal 1,156

B00k8 Books:

Regulars 35,699 Regulars 41,675
Copies 2,501 Copies 3,508
Volumes 3,415 Volumes 1,906
Approval 4,875 Approval 8,772

Subtotal 46,490 Subtotal 55,861

Subtotal 1,663

Maps 429
Manuscripts 826

Music Scores 2,590
Maps 481

Breger . 1,234
Msjc Scores 1,678

Chinese or Japanese 12,161



THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
TUCSON, ARIZONA 85721

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

10 June 1977

TO: James N. Myers
Assistant University Librarian for Technical Services

RE: 1976/77 annual report

Attached are the four pages requested by President Schaefer
for the Catalog Department. Although Mr. Laird has given us
opportunity at this time to submit further detailed information
concerning our departments than this format allows, I would
like to retroactively submit the reports of January 1977 on
proposed staffing changes, and the 5 May 1977 report in support
of the wages request for this department as covering the details
of what this department needs and is trying to accomplish for
1977/78. If either of you could use further information, let
me know.

Carolyn Kacena
Head, Catalog Department
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SUMMARY

1976/77 was a remarkably stable year within the professional ranks
of this department; career staff positions remained typically mobile
with several positions added near the end of the fiscal year -to
increase the feeling of change. Since this was otherwise a very active
year, including the move to this new building, the general stability
assisted in making it also a successful year for the Catalog Department.

The major activity of the year was the move to the new building and
the tasks which we had to complete in preparation for and adjustments
after the move itself. The entire department plus assistance from
the Serials Department worked on the move of the main public catalog;.
the Catalog Department staff completed all of the necessary changes
for the internal authority files and the shelf lists. This meant that
all staff assisted in measuring the entire catalog; re-divided the
drawers to fit the new cases; transferred cards for almost two weeks
from the old cases into the new cases; typed, cut, and inserted labels
into the new drawers which resulted in the completed transfer two
weeks prior to the opening of the building to the public. The project
started in October and was complete late in December. We now utilize
2208 drawers in the author/title catalog and l212 drawers in the
subject catalog with llO4 and )4l1 drawers for expansion respectively.
This represents growth of 36 and 29 per cent respectively in comparison
to the old catalogs. Internal files were also completely transferred
prior to the official opening day, in spite of equipment delays.
Within the department, the reclassification team met its deadline for
completing the bibliography project for Central Reference in time for
the move of their collection. Stack bibliographies were reclassified
shortly after the opening day.

The move into the new building also created new tasks for this department.
The keypunch operation was transferred to the Bindery/Preparations Section
from the Loan Department. This change was facilitated by the training
given Ms. Beardsley and her staff by the Loan Department staff in the
fall and the transfer of already trained operators to this department in
December. In spite of the move, the keypunching of currently cataloged
materials remains current, and the staff has completed the necessary
work with the Near East materials in the Oriental Collection to provide
for their circulation via the automated system. Work continues on the
addition of' Media Center materials to the system and deletion of materials
no longer part of the libràry's collection. Bindery/Preparations was
also severely impacted by the move into this building due to the establishment
of the Current Periodicals Room. After six months we have now processed
all unbound materials from the stacks for titles currently housed in
the Current Periodicals Room.

The staff has continued to study ways to better utilize the OCLC on-line
cataloging system within this department. This has resulted in new
positions which are being created as of 1 July 1977 for handling
cataloging on the system by other member libraries. It has also resulted
in streîr'1ining of procedures in other sections which has improved
cataloging output from 3000 titles per month to 5000 titles per month
in the past three months. The additional staff should allow us to
take another step forward to stem the building of backlogs within the
department. Growth of backlogs will be discussed in other sections of

this report.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

Our major strength continues to be the people rather than the
machines, even though our steps forward in handling titles to be
cataloged have depended upon. the use of a highly sophisticated
on-line computer system. We have continued to review and revise
procedures with the staff contributing greatly to this work. The
staff has remained willing to work non-standard work hours; in
addition we have had significant cooperation from other staff
within both Technical Services and Public Services departments in
providing hours of assistance at the OCLC terminals for us. In
addition to this type of cooperation, we have continued to have
close communications with the Library Administration and
assistance from them in our projects.

With the move, several staff members worked as supervisors of the
moving crews, and everyone contributed to getting the department
set up smoothly. We have been able to re-organize backlogs and
maintain better order due to the additional shelving and better
work arrangements in this building. The physical location and
equipment are also major new strengths within this department
this year.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

While we have begun both procedural and staffing adjustments to the
OCLC environment with the Catalog Department, the impact of increased
Acquisitions budgets and stresamlined procedures as well as the greater
influx of gift materials continue to build cataloging arrearages and
overutilization of terminal times. Indicated below are the 1975/76
and 1976/77 backlog figures:

1975/76 1976/77

23,200 35,677
(includes ca. 2200 (includes ca. 1325
nonbook items) nonbook items)

Roman alphabet
materials

51i6l 9512 Special Collections

3783 5i76 Near Eastern materials

lt000 1850 Far Eastern materials

36, Il.li. 55,515 TOTAL

The 35,677 items above include 800 remaining titles from the Hebrew
and Yiddish vernacular collections (e.g. Breger). These represent
items requiring original cataloging for which we will have to work
out some staffing arrangement, since none of the professionals have
either language background. Other large collections which we will soon
receive will further build problems of backlog; for example, the
Pai tu ts'ung su chi ch'eng... a collection in Chinese of 5863 titles
and numbering 11,238 volumes. This alone will more than double the
Far Eastern language materials waiting for cataloging and processing.

Our new staffing should alleviate some of this backlog situation;
however, the backlog grew to this size in spite of as many as 12
extra hours per week worked by some professionals within this
department. The new staff will hopefully do more than compensate
for professionals using extra work time for research or other special
projects.

Additional staffing was added to the Pre-Catalog and Catalog functions
with some (but significantly fewer) new staff added to the post-
cataloging functions of filing and preparations. We are falling
increasingly behind at the Typing Section in the verification process
of OCLC card production. One additional staff person has been added
to this section. With continued cooperation from the staff we should
be able to continue the projects currently handled by this section, but
processing of purchased cards for mammoth microfilm projects continues
to be reserved for 'later.' Preparations already has added a second
full-time keypunch operator; with the continued pressures and new staffing
doing cataloging this may be insufficient. Bindery budget continues to
outpace the productivity of the staff in that area. They were able to
do special binding for the Current Periodicals Room (close to 6000 titles)
only at the detriment of current processing of periodicals, music scores,
and theses. Great effort will be made over the coming year to streamline
these operations, but further staffing may be the only answer.



FUTURE PLAI'IS

Implicit in the preceding pages are the immediate future plans of this
department: establishment of new OCLC procedures and training of
additional staff to facilitate the handling of new materials and
minimizing of the current arrearages, and adjustment of these OCLC
routines as time permits to reallocate personnel to other projects
with the Catalog Department and the Library.

Assessments will need to be made periodically, beginning in 1977/78,
as to future staffing needs, for instance, transfer of other
professional(s) to other departments. We have already transferred
one professional effective 1 July 1977 to the Serials Department.
It may prove plausible to consider other part- or full-time shifts
as experieice shows us where staff can be released within the
Catalog Department.

We certainly have many projects far from completion. Reclassification
work remains within the reference collections, not only to eliminate
Dewey classified materials (e.g. Science bibliographies), but also
to transfer materials to circulating collections from the reference
departments and vice versa. The combination of three reference
departments into the Central Reference Department also leaves many
records to modify to represent this change. In addition, we have many

circulating materials still to reclassify.

We hope to allocate some staff to the processing of purchased analytic
cards for the large microform collections available within this library:
Wing, History of Women, American Culture Serials to name a few. Nothing
has been accomplished of significance in this area for over two years
hopefully some staffing will become available to proceed during the
coming fiscal year.

Relatively little has been completed on other long-range projects:
integration of Media Center cataloging into the main card catalog,
reclassification of Harvard-Yenching collections and integration into
the main card catalog, interim keypunching of the Harvard-Yenching
collection for circulation via the automated charge-out system, and
other suggestions to make the public catalog more usable by our
patrons such as information and guidé cards, more cross references,
inclusion of 'series not listed' information, etc.

The year-to-date statistics of work completed in the first three-quarters
of the year showed 34,280 titles compared to last year's full-year total
of 35,086. We have made progress; the future gives us the opportunity
to improve this even more and take on other responsibilities we have
let lapse. We can identify several problems and limitations to adjust

in 1977/78; we can also foresee less external change such as the move
of a library to make 1977/78 appear less traumatic. We have survived
major changes in the past three years; I hope this will finally be a
year in which we can simply do the job at hand.



CATALOG DEPARTMENT
Cataloging Statistics

July 1, 1976 - June 30, 1977

Titles Volumes

New titles' 142,388 147,07)4

OCLC total
OCLC on-line 39,762
Locally input

Original 2,25?
Printed 2,1)49

1lncludes non-OCLC cards produced July 1, 1976 to June 30, 1977;
OCLC cards produced June 17, 1976 to June 5, 1977.

Locally produced total 2,626
Original 262
Printed 2,3614

Added copies, volumes, and reinstated 0

Analytic entries (386 titles)

Micro forms
Microfilm
Microfiche

Other media
Phonod.iscs (Music)
Phonodiscs (Media)
Audiotapes
Audiotape cassettes
Filmstrips
Slides
Kits
Maps
Games
Flashcards
Videorecordings

361
'140

9)42
1

153
27
314

9
214

6
2
1

'1

2,96)4

897

839
99

6143
2

115
148

112
iS
214

6
2
1
1

TOTAL ADDITIONS 143,989 52,8)42

Reclassified 'by

R & R team 6,897 10,14142

Oriental collection .28 6)4

Special Collections 3C5 30S
Music 3

TOTAL RECLASSIFIED .7,233 10,8114

WITHDRAWN 77)4 936



CATALOG DEPARTMENT
Miscellaneous Statistics

Jily 1, 1976 - June 30, 1977

Cards filed in Public Catalog

3. Materials cataloged for Oriental

1420,257

Studies by
Titi es

language
2Volumes

i-Does not include cards forwarded to NUC for us by OCLC.

2lncludes new books, added copies and volumes, and reinstated books.

Arabic 663 7814
Chinese 581 702
Hindi 3914 396
Japanese 56e 676
Persian 78 158
Thrkish 16 214

Urdu 202 207
Other 38 1CC

Cards sent to National Union Catalog1

2. Materials sent to branch libraries
Titles

3,85C

Volume s2

Center for Creative Photography 537 625
Map Collection 115 121
Media Center 890 967
Library Science Collection 14214 1470

Music Collection 1,678 1,779
Oriental Studies Collection 2,532 3,C147
Special Collections 2,892 3, 5139

1. Cards
Cards made locally

Typing Section 7C,691
R &R team 25,7714

OCLC cards received 395,129

TOTAL 1491,5914

1. Analytics cataloged for Oriental Studies
Titles Volume s

Chines e 271 777
Japanese 22 37,

5. Hebrew and Yiddish titles cataloged

Hebrew 617
Yiddish 39.



CATALOG DEPARTMENT
Preparations Statistics*

July 1, 1976 - Juxìe 30, 1977

Repairs
Old books 1,332

New books 564

Miscellaneous
Pam-binders 4,447
Signs 256

Cut pages 781

Records, filmstrips, cassettes, etc. 23

New books needing special processing
Special Collections
Paper Jackets
Plastic Jackets

Music Collection
Folders
Pam-binder s

Hand-lettered
Records

Film

Special lettering

837
653

296
210
238

1,101

3,345

3,001

*5-atjstics do not include labeling, pocketing, or tattle-taping of new
or reclassified books. (We started tattle-taping al] new books for Main

Library in August of 1976.)

SPECIAL PROJECTS: Most of our special projects dealt wth the move to the
new building; measuring the card catalog and making labels for the new
card catalogs in the various collections: Maps, Spec. Coil., Serials, and

Documents. Staff helped with shelf reading in the book stacks. There

was one other special project and that was training students from the,

Community Outreach Program for the Deaf.

OTJrER: After the move (Jan. 1977) Bindery/Prep, became one, inheriting
thé keypunch responsibilities, along with their backlog of deletes.
Bindery/Prep, staff spent hours trying to get that under control.



CATALOG DEPARTMENT
Class numbers assigned, by LC classes

July 1, 1976 - June 30, 1977

A 11]. General works
B-BJ 1,31S Philosophy
BL-BX 1,S93 Religion
C 2b6 History (Auxiliary sciences)
D 3,977 History of Europe, Asia, Africa, Oceania
E 921 America. History of the U.S. (General)
F 1,19LL History of the U.S. (Local); Latin America
G-GA 191. Geography (General, mathematical, astronomical)
GB-GC 1145 Physical geography; oceanography
GF-GN 217 Anthropogeography; anthropology
GR-GV 1.23 Folklore; manners and customs; sports
H-HJ 3,011 Economics
HM-HX 1,777 Sociology
j 1,086 Political science
K 538 Law

L 97t Education
M 1,396 Music
N 1,1458 Fine arts
P-PA 585 Philology (General); classical philology
PB-PH 1416 Modern Western European languages
PG 2614 Slavic languages
PJ-PM 1,530 Asian, African, American Indian languages
PN 8149 Literary history

PQ 1-3999 817 French literature

PQ 4OOO-5999 312 Italian literature

PQ 6000-8999 891 Spanish literature

PQ 9000-9999 126 Portuguese literature
PR 2,393 English literature
ps 2,1114 American literature
PT 872 German, Dutch, Scandinavian literatures

PZ 5-90 352 Juvenile literature (Media Center)
PZ 2001 637 Science fition

Q-QE 2,393 Pure sciences

QH-QR 1,620 Natural sciences
R 1,199 Medicine

s 622 Agriculture

T 2,5C14 Technology
u 206 Military science

V 75 Naval science

Z 398 Library science

Z 1200- 823 Bibliographies

Ari zona 9149 in Special Collections

TOTAL 143,523
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SUMMARY

The Loan Department fulfilled its principal function of getting
the right book to the right person to a greater degree than ever
before, as indicated by the increase in the volume of books cir-
culated this year over the past years. The move into the new
Library at the end of the fall semester certainly had a signifi-
cant bearing upon the use of the collection. The building itself,
although there are no adequate statistics available from the old
Library, has attracted an increasing number of patrons. The

expanded shelving areas has been most effective in decreasing the
time required for reshelving and has probably also decreased the
mis-shelving associated with the over-crowding.

MAJOR STRENGTHS

Personnel is the major strength of any public service related
library function and the Loan Department is most fortunate in
having a dedicated staff, both old and new, that performed well
under often very trying conditions. The staff contributed sig-
nificantly to the operation of the department and without the
cooperation of each individual , especially during the winter move
Into the new Library and the semester ending, little would have
been accomplished. A major strength of the library staff as a
whòle was demonstrated at the end of the fall semester when vol-
unteers from throughout the staff assisted in the re-shelving
bottleneck in the Science/Humanities Library.

Another strength for the department is the spacious quarters
within the new Library. For the first time, each staff member has
adequate space in which to accomplish their jobs. This is certain

to result in greater efficiency. The large and separate book return
area proved its worth at the end of the spring semester when, with
the return of several thousands of books, the shelving staff was
able to re-shelve without any significant delay.

The removal of the Humanities Collection permitted the staff of
the Science Loan area to demonstrate that without adverse conditions,
they could prove their ability and decrease the criticisms closely
related to the over-crowding.

LIMITATIONS

The department's major limitation, for which it cannot be held re-
sponsible, has been the numerous malfunctions of the Mohawk Data
Systems equipment with the resulting loss of records and the increase



in complaints connected with the over-due/encumberance procedure.

Another limitation is the cumbersome manual hold/recall routine
that often results in unnecessary delay in getting books to patrons.

FUTURE PLANS

Future plans should include the consideration of different charging
equipment and charging systems with a preference being given to an
on-line approach, making available name-file data through the Com-
puter Center, streamlining the renewal/hold/recall procedures and
the over-due/encumbrance routines.
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SUMMARY

In addition to routine functions associated with serials acquisitions
and processing, the department worked on three projects, implemented
a new service (described in the appended reports), introduced a major
policy revision, and made significant changes in processing routines.
These activities not only impact upon the efficiency of the depart-
ment, but also have the potential for making major contributions to
the library in terms of processing, public service and collection
development.

In late winter, the department gained approval for the implementation
of a computerized serials system. Data collection began in early
spring and has had an effect on all sections of the department, although
special personnel have been hired to accomplish the major portion of
this task. The project is divided into phases based on type of serial
and during this year we have concentrated on periodicals. When com-

pleted, the system will replace costly and inflexible manual indexes,
provide more efficient and accurate control of serial records and allow
us to analyse specific areas of our collection.

The department arranged for AMS to examine our holdings records and
prepare a want list. An order was placed with AMS in a specified
amount and AMS filled our lacks against this amount according to a
prioritized subject guide prepared by the department. We made some
significant additions to our backfiles and have the want list for
future use.

During the move, the department took advantage of library down time
to perform a major "clean-up" of unbound backfiles and to examine our
current periodical collection in terms of retention period, binding
vs. microform, and weeding. These efforts resulted in approximately
$20,000 worth of binding, purchase of a number of backruns in micro-
form, reexamination of our "bind direct" titles, and the shifting
of a number of titles from binding to microform. At the same time,

inactive records in our active file were identified and corrected.

The department and Serials Committee rewrote the newspaper policy to
bring it into line with present practices. The new policy more
adequately covers selection policy and retention practices, and de-
scribes processing procedures in some detail

The department also initiated a number of procedural changes both in
the processing of serials and periodicals, such as a revision of the
cataloging and marking of microforms, standard format and definitions
for serials records, and standardization of our posting and bindery
notification routines.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

Staff flexibility and resourcefulness constitute the major strengths
of the department. In addition to performing a number of technical
services tasks ranging from acquisitions to cataloging, the depart-
ment has taken on sorne public service aspects of current periodicals,
newspapers and microforms. At the same time the staff has had to
make accommodations for the move to the new library and adapt to a
number of new routines and procedures in the processing of materials.
Over and above their assigned duties, members of our staff have been
active on committees, both at the local and national level, and have
continued their professional development through projects, research
and publication. All this has been accomplished while going through
a rapid change in structure and staffing.

In term of service, the Serials Department has been particularly
strong on its response to Public Service needs and has adapted its
policies and procedures to various extradepartmental requirements
where feasible.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Two serious limitations effect the overall effectiveness of the
Serials Department--our inability to keep current with routine claim-
ing and the lack of uniformity and centralization of serials records.

In the ideal situation, the Receiving Section would examine each re-
cord in our active file on a quarterly basis for the purpose of pro-
cessing routine claims, and locating problem titles. In order to
gain some ground in this area, the department has introduced new tech-
niques into the claiming procedure, allowing us to be more consistent
in follow up. This has made it possible for us to dispense with the
tedious task of processing an annual renewal list from our largest
vendor and to choose the option of a deletable invoice. However,
these are only small inroads. Automatic claiming is a thing of the
future; thus, the immediate and practical solution is increased
staffing--particularly if we intend to increase the scope of our
serials collection.

Much time is wasted in going to several files to gather information
and in interpreting various methods of notation. Obviously a cen-
tralized serial record with rigorously defined standards of entry
would streamline much of the department's processing activity. How-

ever, the organization of a truely centralized serial record is no
mean task. The department has attacked this problem on two fronts
during the year: terminology has been defined and standardized for
new records being entered and information pertaining to holdings
and processing is being collected for inclusion in an automated
serials system. Funding for this project covers only periodicals;
unless positions are created for continuing the project, the com-
pletion of a central serial record remains many years in the future.



FUTURE PLANS

Short term goals include the completion of an automated union list
of periodicals, which will allow us to eliminate the visible index
and to provide more complete and accurate bibliographic access to
our periodical collections; the completion of recataloging and re-
classification projects for Central Reference and Science Reference
materials; further improvements in our claiming routines; the solving
of cataloging, binding, and acquisitions problems uncovered as a re-
suit of the creation of a current periodicals area for the Science
Library; and the "clean-up" of unbound backfiles of inactive period-
ical titles now in the stacks. The department is tentatively planning
for the implementation of serials cataloging via the Ohio College
Library Center's online cataloging system, which has been resched-
uled for late summer.

Over the next few years, the department is looking forward to the
creation of a central serials record, the completion of a comprehensive
union list of serials for the University Libraries, the implementation
of an automated bindery system and the carrying out of detailed anal-
yses of several subject areas of the serials collection.

Respectfully submitted

ohn R. Ja -s
Head, Serials Department



CATALOGING SEC'

Titles cat

Original

w/copy

TOTAL

Serials

Analytics

TOTAL

SERIALS DEPARTMENT

TION

aloged

Serials Analytics TOTAL

0

819 175 9914

14514 1,315 1,769

.1,273 1,1490 2,763

Cesations 280

Cards added 21i.,l81

Volumes added 2O,94l Withdrawals: 183 titles, 1,0149 volumes

Continuations processed (Volumes) 1,192*

Microfilm reels added 1,116

Microfichê units added 2,682

Microcard units added 1,593

Reclassification

Tjtles Volumes

*$tatistics kept from Januaïy 15, 1977 to present.

9146 10,087

385

1,231



ACQUISITIONS SECTION

Revofile statistics**
Cards added

Peri- Continu- Nevs-
Serials odicals ations papers TOTAL

Total as of 6/30/76

Added 76/77

Removed 76/77

TOTAL

Subscriptions added

Paid

Gift

TOTAL

SERIALS DEPARTMENT

Peri- Continu- News-
Serials odicals ations papers TOTAL

**Jij 30, 1976 Base figures corrected per actual revofile count
conducted in October 1975.

5,003 9,334 6l 226 l5,2JJ

349 390 335 12 1,086

71 1142 --- --- 213

5,281 9,582 986 238 16,087

2314 289 335 3 861:.

115 l --- 9 225

3149 390 335 12 i,o86 -

Orders placed
Periodicals: 398
Serials: 410
Backfile: 517
Book Continuations: 335
TOTAL 1,660



SERIALS DEPARTMENT

Subject breakdo'wri of New Titles added 1916/77

-

T 103

U 3

V 2

Z 383

Spec. Coil. 187

Microuìlni 314

Newspapers 7

Microfiche 12

TOTAL 1,580

A 80

B 19

C 6

D 6)#

E 18

P 14

G 36

H 201

J- 45

K 10

L 34

M 24

N 34

P 74

Q 128

R 43

S 19
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NOTABLE BACKFILE ACCESSIONS 1976/77, OTHER THAN THOSE ACQUIRED
THROUGH THE ABRAHAMS PROJECT (SEE FOLLOWING APPENDIX)

AGS symposium series, no. 12, 18-24, 26-36.

Abeja argentina (segun su ofterta dei 17 de diciembre)

Academy and literature. y. 1-90, 1869-1916.

Acta eruditorum. (Leipzig). y. 1-50, 1682-1731 on microfilm.

Akademie der Wissenschaften, Gttingen. Mathematisch-Physikalische
Klasse. Nachrichten. 1934-45.

Akademie der Wissenschaften und der Literatur, Mainz. Mathematisch-
Naturwissenschaftliche Klasse. Abhandlungen. 1950, no. 1-12, 14-16,
18; 1951, no. 1, 4-7; 1952, no. l-12; 1953, no. 1-3, 5-8; 1954, no.
1-6, 8; 1955, no. l-13; 1956, no. l-11; 1957, no. 1-9; 1958, no. 2-6.

Akademie der Wissenschaften, Munich. Mathematisch-Naturwissenchaft-
liche Klasse. Abhandlungen. Neue Folge. Heft 10-106.

Akademie der Wissenschaften, Minuch. Philosophisch-Historische
Klasse. Sitzungsberichte. 1931/32, no. 4-8; 1933, no. 1-10; 134,
no. 1, 3-11; 1935, no. l-13; 1936, no. 1-10; 1937, no. 1-9, 11; 1939,
no. 1-4, 6-8; 1939, no. 1-4, 6-11; 1940, no. 1-4, 6-lO; 1941, no. 1.

Akademie der Wissenschaften, Vienna. Philosophische Historische
Klasse. Sitzungsberichte. y. 1-10, 1848-53.

Akademie der Wissenschaften, Vienna. Philosophisch-Historische
Klasse. Sitzungsberichte. Bd 11/Abh. 4-5-211, 222-238, 240-241,
247-249, 251.

All the year round. New series, y. 1-43 and 3d ser. y. l-13 on
microfilm.

American annual of Photography. 1917-1923, 1925-1927, 1946.

American Prefaces. A journal of criticism and imaginative writing.
y. 1-8, 1935-43.

Annalen der Philosophie und philosophischen Kritik. y. 1-8, 1919-29.

Annalen der Physik. Ser. 1, v.1-76; ser. 2, y. l-160 & Ergaen-
zengsband V. l-8; ser. 3, y. l-69 on microfilm.

Annalen der Physik. ser. 6, y. 2-8, 1945-51.



NOTABLE BACKFILE ACCESSIONS 1976/77, OTHER THAN THOSE ACQUIRED
THROUGH THE ABRAHAMS PROJECT (SEE FOLLOWING APPENDIX)
Page 2

Annalen der Physik. Beiblatter. y. 1-42, 1877-1918.

Annales; economics, societes, civilisations. y. 1-30, 1946-1975.

Annales de chimie et de physique. Series 1-8, 1789-1913.

Antike Kunst. y. 1-12.

Apollo. y. 21-44.

Archaologische Mitteilungen aus Iran (Alta Folge). Berlin. y. l-9,

1929-1938.

Archiv der Mathematik und Physik. y. 1-70, 1841-1883; 2d ser. y. 1-17,
1887-1900.

Army and navy chronicle. y. l-13 on microfilm.

Astronomy and astrophysics; a European journal. y. 37-41 on microfilm.

Audio. 1920-1973 on microfilm.

Beirut. Universite St. Joseph. Melanges de l'Universite Saint-Joseph.
1906-1944/46.

British journal of photography annual. 1913-1917, 1921-1923, 1938.

Cahiers archaeologiques. y. 1-23.

Camden Society, London. Publications. New series y. 1-50, 52-56,
58, 60-62.

The Chesterian. 1915-1961 on microfilm..

The Chetham Society, Manchester. Remains, historical and literary,
connected with the Palatine Counties of Lancester and Chester. First
series.

The Chetham Society Manchester Series. 2d ser., y. 91-110.

Commerce Clearing House. Board of tax appeals. 1924-1942 on ultrafiche.

Commerce Clearing House. Cumulative bulletin. 1919-1975 in ultrafiche.



NOTABLE BACKFILE ACCESSIONS 1976/77, OTHER THAN THOSE ACQUIRED
THROUGH THE ABRAHAMS PROJECT (SEE FOLLOWING APPENDIX)
Page 3

Connerce Clearing House. Tax Court Reports. 1943-1975.

The Commercial Press, Taiwan. Ssu k'u ch'Uan shu chen pen, series 7.
400 volumes.

Creative camera. 1963-1975.

Current national statistical compendiums. Selected backrun.

The Daguerreian journal/Humphrey's journal. 1850-1870 on microfilm.

Deutscher Verein fur Kunstwissenschaft. Zeitschrift. 1934-1943.

Diffusion and defect data. y. 1-7, 9-11.

English Goethe Society. Publications. New series, y. l-33.

Erkenntnis: an international journal of analytic philosophy. y. l-8.

Etudes slaves et est-europeennes. y. l-10.

European offical statistical serials on mi.crofiche, part 2.

Experimental gerontology, y. 1-10 on microfilm.

Face the nation. y. 1-18, 1954-1975.

Fondation nationale des sciences politiques.
26-27, 29-63, 65-69, 71-81, 83-90, 92-109, 111
155, 157-160, 162-165, 167, 169-170, 172-174,
188-199, 201.

Food & Agriculture Organization of the United
Division. FAO fisheries technical paper. no.

Cahiers. no. 2-24,
-115, 118-120, 123-150,
176, 179-181, 183-186,

Nations. Fisheries
103-130 on microfiche.

Gastroenterology. y. 1-48, 1943-1965.

Geschichte in Wissenschaft und Unterricht. y. 1-7, 1950-1956.

Geschichteschreiber der deutschen Vorzeit. y. 3, 5-7, 10-12, 25, 31B,
34, 36, 41-43, 47-51, 57-58, 68, 84, 97.

Gesellschaft der Freunde des Nietzsche- Archivs. Jahresgabe. Gaben 1-14.



NOTABLE BACKFILE ACCESSIONS 1976/77,OTHER THAN THOSE ACQUIRED
THROUGH THE ABRAHAMS PROJECT (SEE FOLLOWING APPENDIX)
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Global Interior. y. l-10.

Grani. no. 1-69 and index, no. 1-loo.

Heidelberger Akademie der Wissenschaften. Mathematisch-natur-

wissenschaftliche Klasse.. Sitzungsberichte. Jahrgange 1948-1958;

1967, Abh 4; 1969-70, Abh. 3.

History of religions. y. 1-15, 1961-1973/74 on microfilm.

Hommes et mondes. y. l-30, 1946-1956.

Hyperion. Series 1 and 2.

Index to legal periodicals, 1952-1976.

Inscriptiones graecae. y. 2, pt. 1-2, 5; y. 3, pt. 1, 3; y. li, pt. 3;

y. 12, pt. 1-3; y. 12, pt. 3 supplement.

Islamic culture. y. 1-48, 1927-1974.

Janua linguarum. (comprehensive acquisition of all retrospective vols.

in all sub-series)

Journal encyclopedique. y. 1-304.

Journal of cuneiform studies. y. 1-25, 1947-1973.

Justus Liebings Annalen der Chenie. y. 101-198 on microfilm.

Lettres nouvelles. 1953-1964.

Los Banos, Phillipines. International Rice Research Institute.

Annual report. 1961-1974 on microfiche.

Martin Fierro; periodice quincenal de arte y critica libre, no. 1-

44/45, 1924-1927.

Mathematical systems theory. v. l-9.

Modern photography. y. 1-29, 1937-1966 on microfilm.

Monumenta Artis Ronamae. y. 2-4, 6-11.

Motive; Freigurger Folkloristische Forschungen. y. 1, 3-7.



NOTABLE BACKFILE ACCESSIONS 1976/77, OTHER THAN THOSE ACQUIRED
THROUGH THE ABRAHAMS PROJECT (SEE FOLLOWING APPENDIX)
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Muslim world. y. l-64 and indexes y. l-25 and 26-50, 1911-1974.

National educational principal. y. 1-34, 1921-1955 on microfilm.

New York Historical Society. Quarterly. y. l-55.

New York review of books. Feb. 1963-Jan. 1975 and lOyear cumulative
index for 1963-1973.

New York Times Book Review. 1969-1976.

New York times theater review. 1870-1919.

teuropa. y. l-8.

Oud Holland. y. 28-86, 1910-1971.

Photographic Art Journal. 1851-1860 on microfilm.

Popular photography. y. 1-24, 1937-1969 on microfilm.

Prentice Hall, inc. AFTR. ist ser., y. i-52.

Progress in Medicinal Chemistry. y. 7-12.

Professional photographer. y. 7795 on microfilm.

?ure and applied geophysics. y. l-25.

Querschmitt. 1921-1936 on microfilm.

Revista degli studi orientali. y. l-48, 1907-1973/74.

Revue des etudes sud-est europeennes. y. 3_7, 1965-1969.

Royal Society of Canada. Transaction and proceedings. First series
1882-1887, 1889-1890, 1892, 1894. Second series, 1896-1906. Third
series, 1907-1913, 1917-1923, 1949-1951, 1953-1956, 1959, 1962.

South African Philosophical Society. Transactions. y. l-18, 1878-1908.

Royal Society of South Africa. Transactions. y. 1-33, pt.3, 1908-1935.
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Sammlung musikalischner Vortraege. no. 1-63, 1879-1898.

Soviet applied mechanics. y. 10-li.

Studi Etruschi. y. 1-18, 33, 35-44 and indexes y. l-40.

The Times, London. 1785-1867 on microfilm.

United Daily News. Set 2 only.

United States. Supreme Court. U. S. reports. y. 121-374, 1887-1962.

U. S. Bureau of Mines Collection. Open file reports, 1970-1975.

Villages and towns. y. l-10.

Wiener allgemeine Musik-Zeitung (Allgemeine weiner Musik-Zeitung) 1841-
1848.
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NOTABLE BACKFILE ACCESSIONS 1976/77. OTHER THAN THOSE ACQUIRED
THROUGH THE ABRAHAMS PROJECT (SEE FOLLOWING APPENDIX)
Page 6

Sammlung musikalischner Vortraege. no. 1-63, 1879-1898.

Soviet applied mechanics. y. 10-11..

Studi Etruschi. y. 1-18, 33, 35-44 and indexes y. 1-40.

The Times, London. 1785-1867 on microfilm.

United Daily News. Set 2 only.

United States. Supreme Court. U. S. reports. y. 121-374, 1887-1962.

U. S. Bureau of Mines Collection. Open file reports, 1970-1975.

Villages and towns. y. l-10.

Wiener allgemeine Musik-Zeitung (Allgemeine weiner Musik-Zeitung) 1841-
1848.



BACKFILE ACCESSIONS PURCHASED THROUGH THE ABRAHAMS MAGAZINE

SERVICE PROJECT

Australian journal of applied science. y. l-12.

Journal de physique et le radium. Ser I, y. 5-10; Ser. II, y. 1-

10; Ser. III, V. l-10; ser. IV, y. l-3, 5-9, ser. V, y. 1-2, 4.

Nuovo cimento, ser. 10 (Sec. B) y. 54

Accoustical society of America journal. y. 7-8.

Societe chemique de France. Bulletin. Ser. 1, y. 1-6; Ser. II

(New series), y. 2-20.

Journal of the aerospace sciences. y. 6-7.

Journal of the astronautical sciences. y. 1-5.

British interplanetary socièty.journäl. 'v.15-46.

Metallurgic. y. 37_44, 46-49.

American Cermanic Society. Journal, y. 3_4, 6-8, 9415, 23, 26.

American Cermanic Society. Bulletin. y. 2-3, 6, 8, 10-12, 18-19.

Modern plastics. y. 16-19.

Annals of applied biology. y. 13-14.

Australian journal of experimental biology & medical science. y. 16,

18-21.

Biological bulletin. y. 42.

Freedomways. y. l-8.

American Philological Society. Transactions & proceedings. y. l-23.

Zeitschrift fuer deutsche philologie. y. l-58.

Mark Twain journal. y. l-8.

Revue d'histoire literaire de la France! V. 17-34.

Contributions to mineralogy & petrology. y. 1-8.

Mind. New series, y. 4, 7, 13.



BACKFILE ACCESSIONS PURCHASED THROUGH THE ABRAHAMS MAGAZINE
SERVICE PROJECT
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Siam society Bangkok journal. y. 1-6, 9-25.

Monatschefte fuer deutschen unterricht deutsche sprache und literatur.

Bulletin astronomique. Ser. I, y. 1-20.

American Mathematical society notices. y. 13-15, 17-21.

New phytologist. y. 1-8.

Solid state communications. y. 2-8.

Soviet physics, accoustics. y. 8-9.

Nuclear news. y. 5-7.

American nuclear society transactions. y. l-2.

Royal society of Edinburgh proçeedings. Section A, y. 64-65.

Research Management. y. l-7.

Applied scientific research. Section B, y. 3, 6.

Geoexploration. y. 1-2.

v.3-18, 23-24.

African studies. y. 2, 12.

Australian journal of politics & history. y. 1-3, 5-9.

Occupational psychology. y. 1-15, 18-19, 21, 23-29.

Colloid journal. 1958, 1963.

Journal of general chemistry of the USSR. y. 28-30.

Gazzetta chemica italiana, y. 60-81, 84.

Helvetica physica acta. y. 23-24.

Fibonacci quarterly. y. 1, 4.

Siam journal on mathematical analysis. y. 2, 4.



BACKFILE ACCESSIONS PURCHASED THROUGH TRE ABRAHAMS MAGAZINE
SERVICE PROJECT
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American Philosophical Society proceedings. y. 6.

Behavior genetics. y. 2

Genetics. y. 52.

Biorheology. y. 2.

Ecological monographs. y. 41.

Quarterly journal of microscoptical science, O. S. y. 2-8.

Experimental cell research. y. 59

Botanical gazette. y. 63.

Archiv fuer protistenkunde. y. l-78.

Acarologia. y. 5-6, 8.

Calif. Univ. publications in entomology. y. 64.

Acta anatomica. y. 32-35.

Biochemische zeitschrift, y. 1-180, 211-216, 304, 308, 317, 319-320.

Hoppe seylers zeitschrift fuer physiologie. y. l-193 and registered
1-225.

Journal of biological chemistry. y. 21.

Caribbean journal of science. y. l-6

Philips research reports. y. 9-11.

Earth & planetary science letters. y. 3

Research management. y. 8-13.

Instrumentation technology. y. 3

Automation & remote control. y. 18.

Q S T. y. 20-46.
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Nukleonika. y. 12-13.

Zeitschrift fuer technische physik. v. 1-11.

Zeitschrift fuer analytische chemie (Fresenius) v. 19-48.

Synthetic communications. y. 3.

Bioinorganic chemistry. v. 3.

Franklin Institute journal. v. l-152 and g.i. 1-180.

Industrial education (Industrial arts & vocational educ) y. 5-25,

27-33.

Microtecnic. y. 5, 9.

Physical Society Proceedings. London. y. 4, 6-10, 19-29, 31-35.

Sacred music. v. 94-97.

International musician. y. 58-62.

Art news. v. 72.

Liturgical arts. v. 22-25, 29-36.

Architectural review. v. 127-138, 140-143.

Design (Korarnic Studio) y. 43-52.

School arts. y. 10-15, 20-24, 41, 46, 48, 50.

Antiques. y. 77-78, 82-84.

Journal of Asian studies. v. 24.

China quarterly, no. 53-56.

Journal of Ethiopian studies. y. 2.

Journal of American history. y. 9-10, 19.

American catholic historical society records. y. 31, 49, 59, 61, 65.



BACKFILE ACCESSIONS PURCHASED 'THROUGH THE ABRAHAMS MAGAZINE
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Journal of Asian studies. y. 2.

Humanitas. y. 4.

American Jewish archives. y. 4

American Jewish historical quarterly (American Jewish Hist. Pub.)
y. 46, 49, 57.

Freedomway. y. 7.

Lingua. y. 8.

Audio visual communications. y. 4

Zeitschrift fur fronzveche sprache. y. 75-76.

Scandinavian studies. y. 2-19.

English journal. y. 63.

Milton quarterly. y. l-3.

Beloit poetry journal. y. 18.

Mark Twain journal, y. 3_4, 6-8.

Nation's business. y. 62.

Economic record. y. 31-32, 34, 41.

Arbitration journal. n.s. y. 15-18.

Journal of retailing. y. 49

Human relations. y. 19-20.

Quarterly journal of economics. y. 3

Business economics. y. 4-8.

European journal of sociology (Archives Europeennes de Sociologie) y.

Criminology. y. 8.

Western political quarterly. y. 27.
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Midwest review of public administration. y. 2-4, 6-7.

Modern schoolman. y. 45-46.

New scholasticism. y. 24, 48.

Humanitas. y. 10.

Individual psychologist. y. 9-10.

Psychoanalytic review. y. 1-23, 26-35, 37-39.

Psychological abstracts. y. 32.

Journal of geography. y. 73

Education digest. y. 2-7, 9-26.

Instructor. y. 53.

Elementary school guidance & counseling. y. 2-4.

Measurement & evaluation in guidance. y. 5.

Audio visual communication review. y. 6, 20.

Elementary English. y. 27.

Liberal education. y. 59-60.

Jewish education. y. 27-30.

Educational forum. y. 6, 13.

Caribbean studies. y. 1-2, 4-5, 8.

Africa today. y. l-3.

Far eastern survey. y. 1-3, 16.

Polynesian society. Wellington journal. y. 34_37

Military affairs y. 1.

Siam society. Bangkok journal. y. 7-8.



BACKFILE ACCESSIONS PURCHASED THROUGH THE ABRAHAMS MAGAZINE
SERVICE PROJECT
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Monatshefte fuer deutschen unterricht deutsche sprache und literatur.
v. l-2.

National association of teachers of singing. Bulletin. y. l-14.

Art education. y. 13.

Sloan management review. y. 1, 3.

Occupational psychology. v. 16-17, 22.

Mathematics magazine. y. l-9.
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Sirmary

The Current Periodicals, Newspapers and Microforms Room (CPNM) is a new
library service made available with the opening of the new Main Library.
It brings together for the first time current issues of periodicals sup-
porting the Main Library's collections. A large portion of the microforms
collection is backfiles of selected periodical and newspaper titles.
CPNM is tied administratively to the Serials Department in the Technical

Services Division. Our goal is to make available simpler, more direct
and thus more efficient access to the collection from the user viewpoint.
To achieve this, the following objectives have been set: to provide as-
sistance that yields the most effective use of and movement among the vari-
ous media; to provide the knowledge and reference tools that permit re-

trieval of information; to study usage of titles in the collections for
better selection control and for claiming and bindery procedures. Con-

trolled exit of materials plays an important part in achieving these

objectives.

On July 1, 1976, the head of CPNM started the tasks of defining materials
for the area, writing policy and procedures and title-by-title selection
of 4000 periodicals and 165 newspapers. Staffing needs were outlined.
The Microforms Librarian, transferred in October. Two other members from

the Librarystaff 'were identified and two new positions created.

The Microforms Librarian compiled a new edition to the Guide to Microforms
during the fall which was made available in the Library in April, 1977.

As the move began, staff from the Library Office, other Technical Service
departments and Central Reference, as well as the Serials Department,
spent many hours making and installing shelf labels and pulling periodi-

cals from the stacks. Binding decisions were made as titles were shelved
and a massive binding project for back issues began. Newspapers arriving

from the oid Library were quickly shelved or discarded. Microforms.were'

filed in new cabinets. The two new staff members were selected and tenta-

tive routines were established.

The setting up process is continuing. This has included making a Visible

Index listing of periodicals alphabetically by title, rechecking the stacks

for missing periodicals, reconciling the Visible Index with the shelves and

the on-going project of making shelf cards. The newspaper section has been
completed, back issues weeded and the latest issue of selected titles dis-

played at the front. Microfilm have been shifted, drawers labeled and a

roll count completed. Microfiche/cards are in their new cabinets, drawers

labeled and the linear feet measured.

Through all of this, our main project has been teaching our patrons how to

find what they want. To this end, there are at least two staff members

in the area at all times to answer questions. Each staff member and stu-

dent assistant is familiar with all three media.

An averagè of 800 people per day came into CPNM during the spring semester

peaking at 1122' on April 25. Approximately 250 people per day have visited

us during intersession. This makes a total of 75,588 people from January

15 through May 31, 1977.



Future Plans
?

Periodical backfiles are being reclassified into a Serial or "S" number.
When this is completed, currently received newspapers backfiles will be
assigned an "N" number. All other microfilms will continue to be added
to the serially accessioned microfilm Section. At the finish, the present
four diverse classification will become three serially numbered sections.
The microfiche/cards will also be amalgamated from three separate classi-
fications into one serially numbered collection.

When the basic set-up procedure has been completed, the next step for CPNM
is a study of the usage of titles in the area to discover where the
strengths and weaknesses in the collection lie. The weeding of titles in
sorné subject areas and broadening in others will produce a better balanced
collection.

Periodical titles that are both bound and received on microfilm or bound
direct by Roswell will be examined to determine if present treatment
should be continued,

Guidelines should be developed and followed in the selection of titles for
microfilm backfiles of periodicals.

Microform collections that are not fully displayed in thepublic catalog
should have at least a rudimentary subject index in the Microforms Section.
Guides or calendars are needed for some collections that are presently in-
accessible.

A device should be explored for publicizing and displaying new microform
collections.



Limitations

Current Periodicals

The current restriction against bindery pickup is a daily increasing problem.
No pieces have gone to the bindery since January with the result that for
many titles the shelves are overloaded. Heavier use of individual issues
makes them less amenable to binding and the additional load in CPNM requires
more reshelving and shelf-reading time. As Science CPR gets into operation,
this situation could become a major stumbling block. It is hoped that
relief will be provided through increased staffing in the bindery section.

Heavier use of the photocopier - frequently, there are four or five people
waiting in line - brings a strong recommendation that consideration be
given to installation of another photocopier.

News pa pers

A source of many complaints has been the distance between newspapers and
their indexes. The frustrations created by too few references or incom-
plete citations are compounded by this separation. Since the Library's
entire English language newspaper collection, current and backfiles, is
in one location, the complaint seems legitimate and should be evaluated
carefully.

Mi croforms

The microforms section is blocked from view at the exit desk, thus requir-
ing more staff to keep the area serviced. Removal of the inside walls

from the storage and reading areas would improve visual control from both
the storage area and the exit desk in to the reading areas. This is espec-

ially important at night. The ambience of the microforms storage area
would improve 100%! Light from adjacent areas should be sufficient for

viewing. Seating capacity would remain the same and could be easily ex-

panded.

The sharp increase in number of microfiche to be filed has eliminated
forward progress in the survey of damage and loss of microfilm rolls.
Twenty more hours per week help is needed.

The statement above concerning newspaper indexes applies also to micro-

forms indexes and guides. It is awkward for both patron and staff to try
to work with the large collections without the proper reference tools.

The arrangement at the exit desk is cumbersome because the monitor must try
to both handle questions and check exiting patrons at the same spot. If

the north extension of the desk could be moved north at least six feet,
the congestion would be relieved both in front of and behind the counter.
Work space is woefully inadequate for four staff members plus student as-
sistants.



Major strengths

The greatest strength of CPNM is its staff and student assistants. Everyone

has worked hard at the tasks, many of them tedious, involved in setting up

CPNM. They have learned new routines, been amenable to, in fact have re-

commended, changes where needed. Each person has been diligent in his or

her efforts to learn the public service aspects of the job, also. Tech-

niques for learning what the patron wants and how to give clear explanations
are just as important as knowing the answer. The section head is pleased

with the extra effort the staff is producing which is vital in making a
successful operation of a new service in the Library.

Bringing together periodicals in the fine arts, humanities and social

sciences from three widely separated areas as well as the stacks areas of

two buildings has been a major contribution toward improving the services

available in the Library for the University community.

The maintenance of all English language newspapers in CPNM continues to

support the established policy of housing English language materials in

the Main Library and only the vernacular in the Oriental Studies Collec-

tion.

The contiguous location of microfilmed backfiles of selected periodicals

and newspapers is an additional step in providing service to patrons. In

addition, the Microforms Section houses many other documents and collec-

tions. Storong support is available for the Library's emphasis on

Arizona-Sonoran relations. The college catalog collection gets heavy use.

The 10-K, Annual Reports, Tax Reports and Newsbank collections have a

growing impact on the demands made on the staff. With the acquisition of

two new collections in population statistics, we have a solid base for

students in this field.
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I. SUMMARY

As is probably the case with all reports this year, the focus of the
following is upon the second half of fiscal 1976/77, which covers the
transition into the spaciouß atmosphere of the New Library. Micro-
forms (CPNN) now stands high among the top microforms facilities in
the Far West with regard to space, storage and viewing equipment and
physical environment conducive to research. Collection development,
information retrieval and return, and articulation of work flow pro-
cedures now con stitute our principal areas of concern.

patron service
New procedures in the maintenance of statistics are being tested, one
of which may replace the "head count" formerly used in determining
patron load. But a sample count taken during the April rush showed
that during the peak hours, 10 AN to 3 PN, a total of 10 to 16 per-
sons were seated at viewing equipment in Rooms Cll8b arid CUBe, with
a daily average of 5 to 6. Counting the research assistants using
the viewers in the cubicles currently assigned to the Sociology
Department, the total count would approximate the high of 18 to 20,
and the daily average of 7 to 8, as projected for fiscal 1976/77 in
last year's report.

Njcroforms holdings
Departmental reorganizations have altered the scope and content of
our inicroforms holdings considerably. With the exception of ERIC,
vliich vent to Government Documents, we have absorbed all microforms
materials formerly housed in Socia]. Science Reference, the more
extensive series being the corporate disclosure materials, consist-
ing of the 10-K Reports and the Annual Reports (Microfiche 241 and
2442), and the Human Relations Area File (Microfiche 243). All Humani-
ties microforms, formerly housed in the Science Library, are,now in
Mjcrofornaa (CPNM). On the other hand, ail U.S. National Archives
Microfilm Publications have been transferred out of the section to
Government Documents. At present, based on a physical inventory
taken In mid-May '77, our microforms holdings are as follows:

Filin rofls 44,302
Microfiche/cards. 945 linear ft. (eat.)

Physical facilities
1.. Storage space: G'oom CuBa) filin rol], cabinets, 87; microfiche

cabinets, 35; open shelving space, 21 sections. Total expan-
sion capability, approx. 4 years at input rate of 5,000 rolls
per year.
Viewing space: Rooms CllBb, CUBe and temporary use of Cubicles
Cb]. arid C102.

Present disposition of viewing equipment:
Film viewers Fiche/card Total

Microforms (Rm. CU8b), . 13 2 15
(&i. C].l8c)e 6 9 15

Cubicles C101 and 0102. 2
Total units 32



II. MMOR STRENGTHS

A. Patron service
Patron orientation and adaptation to the new facilities has pro...
ceeded without any apparent frustration, which weighs in favor of
continued use of the open stack system. The major contributing
factors to successful transition in this respect are: a) Guided
tours, b) addition of a full time contract employee in the Micro-
forms Section, o) instruction given to and assistance received
from staff and student assistants assigned elsewhere in CPNM,
and d) establishment of the Microforins Section as a component of
CPNM, which both coordinates the input of periodical backfiles in
microform end the disposa]. of temporary hardcopy files and more
clearly relates these procedures in the mind of patrons using cur-
rent newspapers and periodicals,
While much more work must be accomplished in development of our

guides and indexes, patron awareness and use of these research
tools is much more apparent than in past years.

B, Microforms holdings
In terms of patron use, our most important holdings are newspaper
and periodica]. backfilea, the College Catalogs and, to a lesser
extent, the Disclosure series (see IB above), educational materials
and primary documentation relative to Arizona-Sonora borderlands
studies. While it is still too early to access patron use of the
recently acquired Newsbank, consisting of monthly updates. on news
coverage from 190 newspapers across the country (Microfiche 254) ,
those who have used this collection have expressed amazement.
5This is like having your own news serviceP' one patron exclaimed.
Statistica]. materials relative to demographic and economiò studies
have greatly improved over the past year through acquisition of the
International Population Censu filma relative to Latin America and
Europe and the European Official Statistical Serials, both of which
complement data in our Current National Statistical Compendiums
(Microfiche 20'7).

C. Physical facilities
Space, furnishings, lighting and equipment certainly exceed patron
expectations, the major complaint reducing largely to shortcomings
photocopy capabilities (see III C and IV C for further discussior).
Acquisition of a viewer with 100X magnification places us in the
age of ultrafiche. But our most noteworthy acquisition has been
the Infoination Design, Mod. 201-1 film viewers, nine of which are
in use in the Microfornis (cPNM) viewing areas, Having a large
screen designed for scanning newspapers and fully operable from
a sitting position, these viewers have opened the microforms hori-
zon to partially handicapped patrona, several of whom have managed
quite well, but for access to microforins materials filed in the
upper drawers of the storage cabinets. We have tested one of the
I.D. 201-1 for over a year and have not encountered a malfunction
that could not be corrected with the tools we have at hajid.
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III. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

With space and equipient limitations All eviated, we are turning
attention to a plethora of minor problems which, in their cumula-
tive effect, have evolved and merged into major barriers both to
patron service and. to general work flow in the Microforms Section.

Patron service
The microfiche/card collections have constituted a minor but per-
siatent frustration to patrons who attempt to use these collec-
tions without direct assistance. Relocation in new fiche cabinets
and current recataloging of many fiche/card collections are now
making these materials far more accessible, while the Guide to
Microforma and, in some instances, internal reorganization of
certain collections will further alleviate past difficulties
here.

On the other hand, an inordinate amount of personnel hours are
expended refiling microfiche/card materials. This problem is now
compounded by the increasing volume of adds and new acquisitions,
plus increasing patron reliance upon data on microfiche. During
the April rush this year, our new employee was compelled to drop
all priority assignments and expend nearly three weeks filing adds
to the miohofiche/card collections alone. Some assistance was
drawn from other areas of CPNM, though not without slowing work
progress in those areas. A survey of the problem showed need for

about 20 hours per week in student assistance to handle adds and
routine refiling, which will greatly expedite patron use of these

materials.

Microforms holdinEs
Our greatest shortcoming, as pointed out in last year' s report, is
our lack of microfilm copy of Latin American newspaper backfiles.
Efforts to locate commercially available copy were hampered last
year by preparations to move to the new Main Library. But this

project will receive priority until completed in the coming year.

Physical facilities
Storage and viewing space is excellent at present and should be for

the next two or three years, with regard to both quality and capa-
city. A problem does exist, however, in that the walls separating
Rooms Cll8a, b and c make it difficult to maintain surveillance
over these areas. Much of patron service depends upon our capa-
bility to observe the flow of incoming patrons, as well as the
develoznent of difficulty in use of viewing equinent.

Growing demands for reader/printer work, plus requests for copy
from materials ranging from 40 to 100 times reduction may raise
the question of purchasing an additional reader/printer for Photo-
copy. For recommendation regarding same, see item IV C, below.

3



IV. FUTURE PLANS

Implementation of several long postponed plans will be initiated
this year, and some of the work has already commenced.

A. Patron service
Coordination with academic departments.

Brieíly outlined in last year' s report, then postponed prepara-
tory to moving into the new Main Library, the plan will be rein-
stated this summer relative to coordination with the Orientation
Librarian in the preparation of a form to be circulated among
&cadémic departments who make heaV use of materials in micro-
forni. Thus advance preparations can be made with regard to hold-
ing films that frequently go out on interlibrary loan, prepara-
tion of guides and other measures to expedite the flow of heavily
used materials.
Guide to Microforms.
Copies of the revision were distributed this April to all Library
departments. Designed to accomodate incidental insertions, future
updating of the guide can now proceed on an ongoing basis, the
index pages being the only section that will require periodic
revision. Steps are now being taken to contact Library depart-
ments regarding preparation of format and description of micro-.
forms materials which they feel should be included in the Guide.

B. Microforms holdings
Latin American newspaper backfilea (see III B, above).
Recommendations for purchase of available microfilm backfiles
to Excelsior (Mexico City) and one major newspaper from each of
the ABC countries will be submitted this summer.
Arizona newspaper backfiles.
Work is currently in progress to survey all microfilm masters
currently stored in Photocopy, Science Library, preparatory to
recommending purchase of positive reading copy presently not
available in the Microforms Section.
Quality control.

While much work has been accomplished in the past with regard to
removal of metal reels from the collection and incidental replace-
ment of irreparable films, lack of time and personnel has pre-
vented the accomplishment of a general survey of the physical
condition of the coflection, which should precede efforts to
establish routine maintenance procedures. Top priority has been
given to this project. While the survey will take some time,
work accomplished thus far indicates that replacement costs of
damaged and badly scoured films will not run high.

C. Jhysical facilities (see III C, above).
In anticipation of need for greater flexibility in reader/printer
capabilities, the Microforms Librarian is checking performance of
the Minolta RP 405, recently acquired by Southwestern Documentary
Relations (Dr. Poizer, Ariz. State Museum. This unit (3,COO) fea-
tures full magnification and modular control nd prints at 5 cents
a copy, using electrostatic process comparable to Xerox in quality.
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